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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In multicriteria optimization, several objective functions have to be minimized simultane-
ously. Problems of this type are also labeled as belonging to multiobjective optimization,
multiple objective optimization, multiple criteria mathematical programming, or, since
the function to be minimized has a vector space of dimension strictly greater than 1 as it’s
image space, vector optimization. While sometimes the different names mentioned above
denote different problem types, we will call all problems with more than one objective
function to be belonging to the class of multicriteria optimization problems. Applications
for these problems can be found in engineering design [26] (especially truss optimiza-
tion [17] and antenna design [58]) location science [11], statistics [13], management sci-
ence [27] (especially portfolio analysis [93], production & project planning [46, 1], and
scheduling [5, 73]), environmental analysis [62, 32, 34], cancer treatment planning [53],
etc. While methods for solving multicriteria problems have traditionally used ideas from
single-criteria optimization (it can be argued that single-criteria optimization is simpler
than then general multicriteria case — see below), ideas from the multicriteria case have
recently been used successfully for single-criteria problems [29, 30].
Usually, no single point will minimize all of the several objective functions given at
once. This is due to the fact that the image space IRn with n > 1 can not be totally
ordered. Therefore, the concept of optimality has to be replaced by a weaker concept,
usually called efficiency or Pareto-optimality. This concept arises from a prespecified or-
der relation on IRn which is not total, but satisfying some suitable assumptions. Typically,
a point is called Pareto-optimal or efficient, if there does not exist a different point with
the same or smaller objective function values, such that there is a decrease in at least one
objective function value. Note, however, that we will make use of a slightly more general
definition, to be introduced in Chapter 2.
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In classical single-criterion (scalar) optimization, the situation is comparatively sim-
ple: each minimum of the objective function is indistinguishable from each other one in
terms of the image space, because the function values of all minima are the same. Since
a good model should include all criteria to be minimized which are quantifiable, different
solutions of a given single-criterion optimization problem can only be distinguished from
each other in terms of non-quantitative criteria. This is in stark contrast to the situation
in multicriteria optimization, where different minimal points can be distinguished from
each other usually quite well, since they have different objective function values for the
objective functions at hand. Moreover, different minimal points will be incomparable to
each other, i. e. no single minimal point can be used as an approximation of all the other
minimal points. Both effects occur no matter what kind of ordering relation is used in the
image space, because these effects are induced by the abovementioned nonexistence of a
total order in IRn (n > 1). The next section lists some possible approaches leading out
of this dilemma, while Section 1.3 describes which strategy is pursued in the main part of
this work.
1.2 Possible Lines of Attack
In this section, some possible solution strategies for continuous multicriteria problems are
discussed. Discrete (or combinatoric) multicriteria problems fall outside the scope of this
work. For a taxonomy similar to the one presented here, the reader is referred to Benson
and Sayin [7].
1.2.1 General Value Functions
One of the main solution strategies for multicriteria optimization problems nowadays is
the scalarization approach, first described by Geoffrion [43]. Here, one or several param-
eterized single-objective (i. e. classical) optimization problems are solved instead of one
multicriteria problem. Parameters occur because there are several functions mapping IRn ,
the image space of the given problem, into IR , the image space of a classical optimization
problem. The disadvantage to this approach is that the choice of the parameters is not
known in advance, leaving the modeler and the decision-maker with the burden of choos-
ing them. Moreover, this method computes only so-called proper Pareto-optimal points,
although it has to be said that under suitable assumptions the set of proper efficient points
can not be distinguished from the set of efficient points in floating-point arithmetic. Nev-
ertheless, using the right family of single-criterion optimization problems, one is able (at
least in principle) to compute all efficient points.
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It is a modified version of this strategy that is used as a tool in Chapter 3 of this work,
while the structure of an important subclass of single-criterion optimization problems
occurring in value function approaches is discussed in Chapter 4.
1.2.2 Complete Discretization
One might consider a complete discretization of the space in use. Typically, if the value
space is the IRn , one uses a Cartesian grid in the IRn and considers in the next step
the grid points only to define a discrete multicriteria problem. Then, standard methods
from discrete multicriteria analysis might be used. While this approach has some merits
for small scale problems — primarily due to the fact that solution methods for discrete
multicriteria problems are now rather well developed [82, 80, 81] — it will often be
the case that the size of the resulting discretized problem prohibits any further solution
approach. As such, a complete discretization approach remains questionable. However, a
form of adaptive discretization might able to alleviate the inherent inefficiency of such a
method.
1.2.3 Total Linearization
Linearizing all functions involved results in a linear multicriteria optimization problem,
for which Simplex-based solver strategies exist (see, e. g., [98, 27, 87, 88]). In single-
criteria optimization, a complete linearization is seldom used, since the resulting linear
problem is rather large. From a theoretical point of view, Simplex-based methods of
todays standards still lack the efficiency of other methods, especially interior-point ap-
proaches.
Moreover, the number of efficient facets and extreme points of the feasible polyhedron
usually grows exponentially with the dimension of the problem. But the Simplex-based
solvers mentioned above try to enumerate all efficient extreme points resp. facets. It is
therefore highly questionable if such a strategy is feasible for problems of larger size. This
theoretical argument is augmented by computational tests [7]: with 4 objective functions
and 40 unknowns, a polyhedron described by 50 inequalities can have more than 200 000
efficient vertices.
On the other hand, it might not be necessary to linearize the objective functions ev-
erywhere. Local linearization is probably the most important technique for single-criteria
optimization, and a generalization of this approach is therefore pursued in Chapter 5.
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1.2.4 Parameter-Free Techniques
Recall that in value function strategies a function mapping the image space of the given
multicriteria problem into the real numbers is used to transform the multicriteria problem
into a classical optimization problem. Of course, such a function contains several parame-
ters, making it a priori not clear which ones have to be chosen. Parameter-free techniques
do not use such a parameterization.
Some so-called parameter-free multicriteria optimization techniques use an ordering
of the different criteria, i. e. an ordering of importance of the components of the objective
function vector. In this case, the ordering has to be specified, which is in itself a set of
parameters. In other parameter-free techniques, the optimization process is augmented
by an interactive procedure (see, e. g. [87, 65]), adding an additional burden to the task
of the decision-maker. This particular approach is infeasible for real-time optimization
and problematic in large-scale optimization. Moreover, usually only a small amount of
interaction ever takes place in practice, although most methods require a rather large
amount theoretically [87].
Nevertheless, when the number of criteria is large and the approach described in Sec-
tion 1.3 might become too time-consuming, parameter-free techniques can become useful.
One of these techniques, not needing any kind of interactivity, is described in Chapter 5.
1.3 An Approximation Approach
The strategy proposed in Chapter 2 and 3 for solving multicriteria optimization problems
can be described as follows: the discussion in Section 1.1 has shown that knowledge about
the whole set of efficient points is necessary to finish the task of solving a multicriteria
optimization problem. The actual computation of this set is out of question for real-
world problems. What is therefore needed is an approximation to this set, preferably
with a well defined approximation quality. The simplest approximation of a given subset
of the IRn is a discrete approximation, consisting of a finite set of points. Theoretical
results described in Chapter 2 show that under suitable assumptions — mainly convexity
— there exists a local Lipshitz-continuous function mapping arguments from a bounded
set onto the efficient points. Therefore, it makes sense to evaluate this function at some
suitable arguments to build an approximation for it’s graph and thereby for the solution
set of the underlying convex multicriteria program. However, each evaluation of this
function is rather costly, since such an evaluation involves solving a scalar optimization
problem. For reasons of computational efficiency, it makes therefore sense to reuse as
much information of previous evaluations of the function under consideration (i. e. of
previous scalar optimization runs) as possible. A corresponding warm-start technique of
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theoretical efficiency for convex multicriteria programs is developed in Chapter 3.
After a discrete approximation to the set of efficient points has been computed, there
is still a need to choose one of these points to finish the optimization process. In case the
number of discrete points is small (and the approximation therefore comparatively bad),
this can be done by hand. Otherwise, methods from discrete multicriteria optimization,
already well developed [82, 80, 81], can be used. Alternatively, one might construct a
continuous approximation of the set of efficient points by way of the constructed discrete
approximation and execute an additional optimization step with some additional objective
function. All these possibilities effectively boil down to solving an optimization problem
in the set of efficient points, i. e. with the set of efficient points as the set of feasible points.
In any case, the discussion of this final step falls outside the scope of this work.
The necessity for a strategy like the one outlined above was also observed by Ben-
son and Sayin [7] and by Das and Dennis [18, 17]. However, in none of these works
the methods under consideration are subject to a worst-case analysis with respect to their
computational complexity, and while it is claimed that the method developed in [18] gen-
erates a discrete approximation to the set of efficient points, a counterexample by the
authors themselves [18, Figure 3] shows that this is not the case.
Note that the theoretical efficiency mentioned above has to be interpreted more care-
fully than in standard scalar optimization. If a multicriteria problem with n objective
functions is given and we are in search of a  -covering of the set of efficient points (i. e. a
set of points such that each efficient point lies in a ball of radius  around one of the given
points), the output size of any algorithm for this problem is at least O(1=n 1) , since the
set of efficient points is usually an n 1-dimensional manifold. The situation is therefore
similar to n-dimensional integration or global optimization of (unstructured) functions
of n unknowns: there exist exponential lower bounds for all numerical algorithms. But,
of course, this does not mean that algorithms of arbitrarily bad run-time behavior should
be used. Quite the contrary: the use of efficient algorithms is more important than ever.
Moreover, the number of criteria n is usually quite small. In contrast to this, it is the
number of unknowns (decision variables) that is increasing strongly when a model is re-
fined to a more realistic one. The class of methods proposed in Chapter 3, based on the
results described in Chapter 2, has exponential run-time behavior in the number of criteria
(simply because the output size grows exponential), but polynomial time behavior in the
number of unknowns.
1.3.1 Some Thoughts on Parallelization Approaches
Many of the strategies outlined above can, in general, be implemented on parallel com-
puters, and the same can be said about the approximation technique outlined above. Es-
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pecially value function strategies, in which each processor of a parallel machine is able
to solve a scalar optimization problem with a different parameter set, are particularly
suited for this approach, at least in principle. However, a standard parallelization strat-
egy will simply distribute the task of solving these problems among several processors,
thereby guaranteeing a speedup. But the discussion in the following chapters will show
that the scalar problems which have to be considered are constructed by perturbing a
given problem, and information gained while solving one of them can and should be used
for solving the others. Without proper communication between the different tasks, there
will be a large amount of superfluous work done on a parallel machine, both in terms of
unnecessary communication and in terms of unnecessary optimization steps. Therefore,
the approach chosen in this work can be used to make parallelization efforts even more
flexible and efficient.
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Chapter 2
Multicriteria Problems
2.1 The Basic Problem
Let IR denote the set of real numbers and IR+ = [0;+1[ the set of nonnegative real
numbers. The nonnegative orthant in the IRn will be denoted by IRn+ := (IR+)n . In what
follows, for given nonempty subsets S1; S2 of IRn , we denote by S1 + S2 the algebraic
sum of S1 and S2 ,
S1 + S2 := fs 2 IR
n j s = s1 + s2 for some s1 2 S1; s2 2 S2g
When S1 is a singleton, S1 = fs1g , we write s1+S2 to represent fs1g+S2 . For arbitrary
sets S  IRn we will denote by cl(S) , int(S) , bd(S) , relint(S) , and aff(S) the closure,
the interior, the boundary, the relative interior, and the affine hull of S , respectively.
Moreover, for a convex set S and x 2 S , the normal cone to S at x will be denoted by
NS(x) := f! 2 IR
n j 8 y 2 S : h!; y   x i  0g:
2.1.1 Minimal Points
In order to speak about minima of an arbitrary set M  IRn , one has to define an order
relation on IRn . Moreover, given two vectors in IRn , it is important for reasons of compu-
tational efficiency to be able to check efficiently if these two vectors are ordered according
to the given relation. The standard approach consists of the following definition.
Definition 2.1.1 Let K  IRn be a set. The binary relation K on IRn is defined by
y K x if and only if x  y 2 K:
A vector x is said to be dominated by y , if y K x holds.
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The definition of domination above was made with respect to minimization problems
in mind.
The class of binary relations defined includes total orders like the standard lexico-
graphic order. However, a total order relation on IRn (n > 1) has severe disadvan-
tages when optimization problems have to be solved [28, Chapter 7,8] (see also [60, Ab-
schnitt 5.2.2] for the case of the lexicographic order), and it can be argued that the use of a
total order amounts to imposing unrealistic assumptions in a multicriteria framework [60,
Abschnitt 2.4].
The next theorem is well known, cmp., e. g., [45].
Theorem 2.1.1 Let K  IRn be a set and let K be the binary relation defined by K .
Then, the following statements hold:
1. If 0 2 K then K is reflexive.
2. If K +K  K then K is transitive.
3. If K is a cone containing no lines then K is anti-symmetric.
4. If K [ ( K) = IRn then K is total.
5. The set K is closed if and only if the relation K is ”continuous at 0” in the follow-
ing sense. For all x 2 IRn and all sequences (x(i))i2IN in IRn with limi!+1 x(i) = x
and 0 K x(i) for all i 2 IN it follows that 0 K x holds.
Proof: All claims follow immediately from their assertions. 2
Note that K + K  K holds if K is a convex cone. Moreover, if K is a cone
containing no lines and the order K is total then K is not closed, a rather problematic
situation with respect to numerical algorithms.
According to the theorem above, it makes sense to choose a closed convex cone K
with 0 2 K which contains no lines to define the partial order K . Moreover, in our
context the space IRn will be the image space of functions to be minimized. As a con-
sequence, it is important for numerical reasons to have scale-invariance of the induced
order. This means that
if x K y and  > 0 then x K y;
a property which holds if and only if the set K is a cone.
As a consequence of the discussion above, one might choose as K  IRn a nonempty
closed convex pointed cone. Then, K is reflexive, transitive, anti-symmetric, scale-
invariant and continuous in the sense introduced above. If a relation  on IRn is given and
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there exists a cone K such that =K holds, then K is called the ordering cone of  .
The most important cone used is, of course, the non-negative orthant IRn+ . However,
we might be interested in using a slightly different cone for numerical reasons [29], [16,
Section 15.5], and in semidefinite optimization problems, the cone of positive semidefinite
matrices occurs naturally as an ordering cone [91, 56]. Moreover, complications arise as
soon as the underlying vector space has infinite dimension. While the discussion above
as well the last theorem hold in infinite-dimensional spaces, too, care has to be taken
whenever infinite-dimensional spaces are discretized and replaced by finite-dimensional
ones.
Example 2.1.1 Consider the space C2([ 0; 1]; IR) of twice continuously differentiable
functions f : [ 0; 1]  ! IR over the unit interval. Then the set of all nonnegative func-
tions f 2 C2([ 0; 1]; IR) is a cone in this space. Let [ 0; 1] be discretized by an arbitrary
grid of n 2 IN subintervals. If a polynomial of degree 0 is used on each subinterval to
approximate a given function in one of the usual ways (i. e. by interpolating at the left
boundary of each interval, or at the right boundary, or at the midpoint), the cone under
consideration is approximated by IRn+ . The same holds with respect to IRn+1+ if polynomi-
als of degree 1 are used to construct a piecewise linear approximation to a given function,
interpolating at the boundary of each interval. Suppose now that polynomials of degree 2
(or higher) are used to define a piecewise polynomial approximation to a given nonneg-
ative smooth function f . Then, the corresponding parameters can be identified with a
vector p 2 IR3n , but usually we can neither guarantee the nonnegativity of all pi nor
that an arbitrary vector p 2 IR3n+ defines a nonnegative piecewise polynomial function.
Adding smoothness conditions at the endpoints of each interval reduces the dimension of
the parameter space, but the infinite-dimensional cone is still not mapped onto the positive
orthant in the corresponding finite-dimensional space.
If K is a cone, the dual cone
K := fz 2 IRn j 8x 2 K : h z; x i  0g
to K is denoted by K . The quasi-interior of K is the set
K+ := fz 2 IRn j 8x 2 K n f0g : h z; x i > 0g:
Next, the notion of minimality or optimality with respect to K has to be defined.
Definition 2.1.2 (Efficiency) Let K  IRn be a set and K be the binary relation de-
fined by K . Moreover, let M  IRn . The point x 2 M is efficient with respect to K if
there does not exist a point y 2M with
y K x and y 6= x:
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The set of efficient points of M with respect to K will be denoted by E(M;K) .
The set E(M; int(K) [ f0g) is called the set of weakly efficient points with respect
to K .
It is this notion of optimality that will be used further on. (Weakly) efficient points are
also called (weakly) nondominated points.
Clearly, x 2 M is efficient if and only if there does not exist a point y 2 M with
x   y 2 K n f0g , i. e. M \ (x K n f0g) = ; . Note that E(M;K) = E(M + K;K)
always holds and that E(M;K)  bd(M) holds for K 6= f0g .
Since E(M;K1)  E(M;K2) for K2  K1 it might make sense to consider cones
enclosing the standard cone used in most applications, IRn+ . In this way, a sensitivity
analysis of the set of efficient points is possible. Moreover, as Example 2.1.1 has shown,
not all discretizations of cones in infinite-dimensional spaces lead to the positive orthant
of the IRn .
It is of prime importance to note that in applications the construction of one minimal
(efficient) element of the set M is usually not sufficient (the only exception to this rule
is the case of a total order K , a case already alluded to and dismissed on page 8). The
set E(M;K) is for all practical purposes too large to be represented by only one of it’s
elements. Moreover, in stark contrast to the standard scalar optimization case, different
efficient points are well distinguished from each other by their differing coordinates. On
the other hand, an explicit construction of the whole set of efficient points is usually out
of question. As a consequence, one has to approximate E(M;K) in a certain way. This
is the subject of Section 2.2.3.
2.1.2 Several Objective Functions
Let f : IRm  ! IRn be a function which will serve as the objective function to be mini-
mized in the sense of the last section. Defining M := F (G) , one is not only in search for
the set of efficient points E(M;K) , but also for it’s inverse image f 1(E(M;K)) . This
inverse image is also called the set of Pareto-optimal points. In the literature, the latter
set is sometimes identified with the set of efficient points. Likewise, f 1(E(M; int(K) [
f0g)) is the set of weakly Pareto-optimal points. In theory, the situation is not much more
complicated than above, because if an ordering cone K  IRn is given, one might always
search for E(graph(f); IRm K) . Note, however, that any antisymmetry one had in the
relation K gets lost. A different possibility is discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.
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2.2 Scalarizations
2.2.1 Monotone Functions
The concept of monotonicity of a function mapping real numbers on real numbers can
easily be extended to functions defined on a vector space, provided that two ordering
relations are given.
Definition 2.2.1 (Monotonicity) Let K  IRn , L  IR` be two cones, S  IRn a set,
and f : S  ! IR` a function.
The function f is called (K;L)-monotonically increasing on S , if
x K y =) f(x) L f(y)
holds for all x; y 2 S .
The function f is called strictly (K;L)-monotonically increasing on S , if
x K y; x 6= y () f(x) L f(y); f(x) 6= f(y)
holds for all x; y 2 S .
As an abbreviation, if ` = 1 and L = IR+ = [0;+1[ , a (strictly) (K;L)-mono-
tonically increasing function f is called (strictly) K -monotonically increasing on S or
simply (strictly) K -monotone on S . If, additionally, K is fixed, one might use an even
less wordier phrasing and speak of monotone and strictly monotone functions.
Functions monotone with respect to an arbitrary binary relation  are also called
consistent with respect to  , see [92, Chapter 1], or order-preserving, see [28, Chapter 7]
for an overview. These functions play an important role in multicriteria optimization, as
the next theorems show.
Theorem 2.2.1 Let K  IRn , L  IR` be two cones and M  IRn be a set. Let
f : M  ! IR` be a strictly (K;L)-monotone function on M . Then x 2 E(M;K) if and
only if f(x) 2 E(f(M); L) .
Proof: See [91, Kapitel 2]. 2
Consequently, mapping a set M whose efficient points are searched for by a strictly
monotone function does not destroy the efficiency property of the points in E(M;K) .
Indeed, the problem at hand might be simplified significantly by choosing a proper map-
ping f . This is shown by the next two theorems.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Face Destruction) Let K  IRn be a cone with IRn+  K and let M 
IRn be a nonempty closed convex set. Let gi : IR  ! IR (i = 1; : : : ; n) be strictly
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convex and strictly monotone (in the usual sense) functions and define g : IRn  ! IRn by
g := (g1; : : : ; gn)> . Then, each face of g(M) has at most one point with E(g(M); K) in
common.
Proof: Due to IRn+  K , we have E(M;K)  E(M; IRn+) as well as E(g(M); K) 
E(g(M); IRn+) . The function g is bijective and strictly (IRn+; IRn+)-monotone, and there-
fore g(E(M; IRn+)) = E(g(M); IRn+) follows.
Let F be a face of g(M) which meets E(g(M); K) . Suppose that there exist two
points x; y 2M with g(x); g(y) 2 F \E(g(M); K)  bd(g(M)) but g(x) 6= g(y) . Due
to the strict monotonicity of all gi , we have x 6= y . Moreover, [g(x); g(y)]  F holds.
Now let  2]0; 1[ . Then g(x) + (1  )g(y) 2 F  E(g(M); IRn+) , and Theorem 2.2.1
shows that z := g 1(g(x) + (1   )g(y)) 2 E(M; IRn+) . But g 1i is strictly concave,
and therefore zi > xi + (1  )yi for i = 1; : : : ; n . This is a contradiction. 2
Neither monotonicity nor strict convexity of the function gi is needed on the whole IR .
Instead, it suffices to have this property on the projection of the ith coordinate of elements
of M .
According to the preceeding two theorems, it is possible to destroy any polyhedrality
that E(M;K) might have by applying a strictly convex transformation. These are rather
good news, since it will be shown later that a polyhedral structure is a major problem
when approximating the set of efficient points by a discrete subset.
On the other hand, it is clear that under the conditions of the theorem above, the
set g 1(E(g(M); K)) can be a strict subset of the set E(M;K) . This is so because
in the case K  IRn+ the function g is not necessarily strictly (K;K)-monotone, but
only strictly (IRn+; IRn+)-monotone. Therefore, Theorem 2.2.1 can not be used to con-
clude equality between the two sets in question. Of course, one might first compute
an approximation of the set E(g(M); IRn+) , transform this by g 1 to an approximation
of the set g 1(E(g(M); IRn+)) , and then check if the points computed lie in E(M;K) .
This, however, might mean additional work, and it is therefore important to gain knowl-
edge about those points in E(M;K) missing from the set g 1(E(g(M); K)) . To this
end, suppose that K  IRn+ but K 6= IRn+ and that there exist an x 2 E(M;K) with
g(x) =2 E(g(M); K) . Because of g(x) 2 E(M; IRn+) there exists a  2 K n IRn+ with
g(x)  2 g(M) , i. e. g(x)  = g(y) for some y 2M , y 6= x . But x 2 E(M;K) , and
therefore y   x =2  K . Suppose now in addition that g is continuously differentiable.
Then, for small  one may write g(x)    = g(y)  g(x) + g0(x)(y   x) . Therefore,
  g0(x)(x   y) , which means that a point not in K is mapped by the linear transfor-
mation g0(x) into K n IRn+ . Note that g0(x) is a diagonal matrix, so it represents just a
scaling of variables. Accordingly, g(x) is not efficient in g(M) with respect to K , but
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approximately with respect to the cone
K^(x; g) := K n

g0(x)  (K n IRn+)

:
The following heuristic might therefore be of interest. Defining the cone
K^(g) :=
\
x2M
K^(x; g);
one sees that E(g(M); K^(g))  g(E(M;K)) , and the error induced by replacing the
set E(g(M); K) by E(g(M); K^(g)) can be controlled by choosing suitable functions g .
More precisely, the closer g is to the identity mapping (in the sense of an arbitrary norm
on the set of convex functions on M ), the smaller will be the residual set E(g(M); K) n
E(g(M); K^(g)) .
An interpretation which might be more useful for practitioners can be obtained along
the following way. In the setting above,  2 K n IRn+ holds, which means that there exists
at least one index i 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that i < 0 , but possibly j  0 for all j 6= i . On
the other hand, z := x y =2 K , so for  small we have that zi < 0 holds. Then, g0i(x) has
to be small compared to g0j(x) , j 6= i . If each function gi (i = 1; : : : ; n) is interpreted as
a value function mapping a variable with dimension cost to another variable, also with the
dimension cost, one sees that the marginal costs at the point x with respect to criterion i
are small compared with the marginal costs of the criteria j 6= i .
The results presented up to now have shown that it is possible to replace a multicriteria
optimization problem with an equivalent problem of possibly simpler structure. However,
all these equivalent problems are multicriteria problems, too. The next theorem shows a
well-known connection between multicriteria and single-criteria problems which will be
further exploited in what follows.
Theorem 2.2.3 Let K  IRn be a cone with 0 2 K and f0g 6= K 6= IRn . Let v : M  !
IR be a K -monotone increasing function and let x 2 M be a minimum of v in M . If x
is unique or if v is strictly K -monotone in M , then x 2 E(M;K) .
Proof: If v is strictly monotone, the result follows with Theorem 2.2.1. For the rest of
the proof, see, e. g., [45, Satz 2.20]. 2
As long as only one efficient point is searched for, one may therefore choose an arbi-
trary (strictly) monotone function and minimize this function using standard optimization
techniques. This strategy is called scalarization, and the function v is called value func-
tion. (More generally, any kind of function (monotone or not) mapping points in M onto
real numbers is sometimes called a value function.) If more than one efficient point is
searched for, one has to use several monotone functions. Moreover, for reasons of effi-
ciency these functions should be as simple as possible. Clearly, linear forms in K are
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monotone, but for reasons which will become clear in the next section, one might be
interested in using slightly more complicated functions. For example, suppose that Theo-
rem 2.2.2 is employed with the most simple strictly convex functions monotone on IRn+ ,
i. e. gi(xi) := x2i (i = 1; : : : ; n), and that after this transformation a linear form ! 2 K
is used to scalarize the multicriteria problem with feasible set g(M) . The result can be
written as a scalar problem of the form minx2M
Pn
i=1 !ix
2
i . The net result is the use of
a quadratic value function instead of a linear one. It is therefore important to discuss the
characteristics of value functions of this type.
Theorem 2.2.4 Let K be a closed convex cone in IRn , let M  IRn be a nonempty
convex set and L be the subspace parallel to aff(M) . Let Q 2 IRnn be a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix and define the function v by v(x) := hQx; x i for all x 2M .
Then v is monotonically increasing with respect to K on M if and only if
QM  K + L?
holds. Furthermore, if K is closed and int(K+L?) 6= ; , then v is strictly monotonically
increasing with respect to K on relint(M) if and only if
Qrelint(M)  relint(K) + L?
holds.
Proof: Since rv(x) = 2Qx for all x , the convex function v is monotonically increasing
on M if and only if hQx; z i  0 for all z 2 K \ ( x + M) and x 2 M . Now let
x 2 relint(M) . Then  x + M is a neighborhood of 0 in L with respect to the induced
topology. As a consequence, hQx; z i  0 holds for all z 2 K \ ( x+M) if and only if
hQx; z i  0 holds for all z 2 K \L . This is equivalent to Qx 2 (K \L) = K+L? ,
see [77, Corollary 16.4.2]. Since K+L? is closed, the relation Qrelint(M)  K+L?
is equivalent to QM  K + L? .
Using the same way of reasoning, the function v is strictly monotonically increasing
on the set relint(M) if and only if hQx; z i > 0 for all z 2 (K nf0g)\ ( x+ relint(M))
and x 2 relint(M) . This, in turn, is equivalent to Qrelint(M)  (K \ L)+ . Since K is
closed and int(K \L) = int(K+L?) 6= ; , we have by using [45, Satz 2.7 c)] and [77,
Corollary 16.4.2] that (K \L)+ = int(K+L?) . Invoking [77, Corollary 6.6.2], we find
that (K \ L)+ = relint(K) + L? . 2
Depending on the situation at hand, the identity
K + L? = (K \ L)
might become useful.
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The assumption int(M) 6= ; is rather weak, since E(M;K) = E(M + K;K) , and
the assumption int(K) 6= ; usually holds in a multicriteria framework. Therefore, the
relation Q(M +K)  K might be used to check monotonicity of v on M .
Corollary 2.2.5 Let K be a closed convex cone in IRn and let Q 2 IRnn be a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix. Define the function v by v(x) := hQx; x i for all x 2 IRn .
If Qx 2 K+ for an x 2 IRn , then there exists a neighborhood U of x such that v is
monotonically increasing with respect to K on U .
Slightly more complicated candidates for monotone functions are norms on IRn . How-
ever, with these monotonicity on IRn can be achieved only if f0g 6= K  K , see [55,
p. 110] and [45, p. 81]. Fortunately, monotonicity is needed only on M , not on IRn . The
scalar optimization problems induced by choosing norms or slightly more general value
functions will be further investigated in Section 2.2.3.3 and Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Proper Efficiency
It can be said that there are very few optimization methods for continuous multicriteria
optimization problems which do not use in some way a scalarization of the problem at
hand. With scalarization it is usually meant a rephrasing of the multicriteria problem into
a single-criterion one. The following definition and the accompanying theorem can be
used to achieve such a rephrasing.
Definition 2.2.2 (Proper Efficiency) Let K  IRn be a cone and M  IRn . A point
x 2M is called properly efficient with respect to K , if there exists a point ! 2 K+ such
that x is a solution to the problem
minimize h!; y i
subject to y 2M: (2.1)
The set of properly efficient points of M with respect to K will be denoted by Ep(M;K) .
Because linear functionals ! 2 K are monotone, the next result follows immediately.
Theorem 2.2.6 For K;M  IRn the following statements hold:
1. Let K be a convex cone with 0 2 K and f0g 6= K 6= IRn . Then
Ep(M;K)  E(M;K):
2. Let K be a closed convex cone with 0 2 K such that K contains no lines. Let M
be closed and convex. Then
E(M;K)  cl(Ep(M;K)):
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3. Let K = IRn+ and M polyhedral. Then
E(M;K) = Ep(M;K):
Proof: Different proofs can be found in various textbooks and original articles. See,
e. g. [45, Satz 2.22], [83, p. 74], or [21]. The first proof of Part 2 is probably due to
Arrow, Barankin, and Blackwell [3]. 2
From the above result it is clear that under the assumptions given in the theorem we
might focus our attention on the set of properly efficient points. In the case of item 2
of the theorem, one has Ep(M;K)  E(M;K)  cl(Ep(M;K)) . But in a numerical
solution method one will usually not be able to distinguish between a subset of IRn and it’s
closure. As a consequence, Ep(M;K) is a good approximation to E(M;K) . Moreover,
there exist other characterizations of the set of proper efficient points [43], by which it is
clear that the set of proper efficient points consists of those efficient points for which an
unbounded trade-off in the function values is not possible. Note that the main assumption
needed is the convexity of M . Other scalarizations exist which do not need this convexity
assumption [56]. However, the corresponding objective function is no longer a simple
linear form.
2.2.2.1 Several Objective Functions
The discussion above has shown that we might concentrate on the set Ep(M;K) , and the
next theorem gives just one more motivation.
Theorem 2.2.7 Let G  IRm be convex and let fi : G  ! IR be strictly convex (i =
1; : : : ; n). Define f := (f1; : : : ; fn)> and M := f(G) . Then x 2 E(M; IRn+) if and only
if there exists an ! 2 IRn+ n f0g such that x is the solution to the problem
minimize h!; y i
subject to y 2M:
Proof: [45, Satz 2.26] 2
The scalarization discussed in the last section is a linear one, i. e. the multiple objective
problem was replaced by a problem with one linear objective function, while the set of
feasible points stayed the same. In the case of Section 2.1.2 and Theorem 2.2.7, the proper
problem consists not only in finding an efficient point z 2M = F (G) , but also of finding
a point x 2 f 1(z) in the corresponding inverse image. This however, can be achieved
by introducing artificial variables ti = fi(x) (i = 1; : : : ; n). Let a scalarization vector
! 2 K+ be given. Instead of the scalarized problem (2.1) of Definition 2.2.2, we can now
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consider the problem
minimize h!; t i
subject to t = f(x);
x 2 G:
(2.2)
Obviously, each solution of (2.2) induces a solution of (2.1) in a trivial way and vice versa.
Moreover, if ! 2 IRn+ , we can replace the equality constraints t = f(x) by much simpler
inequality constraints of the type (x; t) 2 epi(f) .
2.2.3 Approximating the Set of Efficient Points
By writing
Ep(M;K) =
[
!2K+
arg minfh!; y i j y 2Mg (2.3)
and noting Theorem 2.2.6 and the accompanying discussion, one sees that approximating
the set of efficient points is possible by discretizing the set K+ and solving a finite number
of scalarized problems. Now let a base of K+ be given, i. e. a convex nonempty set B 
K+ such that for each ! 2 K+ there exists a unique   0 and a unique  2 B with
! =  . Then (2.3) simplifies to
Ep(M;K) =
[
!2B
arg minfh!; y i j y 2Mg: (2.4)
This is an especially important representation if B is bounded, because then only the
bounded set B needs to be discretized.
Unfortunately, choosing a specific uniform discrete approximation for B will not re-
sult in a uniform approximation of Ep(M;K) , as computational tests [18, 17] and the
following simple example show.
Example 2.2.1 Let n = 2 and M := conv(f(1; 0)>; (0; 1)>g) as well as K := IR2+ .
Obviously, E(M;K) = M . The standard base for K+ = int(K) is B = relint(M) . For
! = (1=2; 1=2)> , any point in M is a solution to the problem miny2Mh!; y i . For all
other ! 2 B , the solution to the corresponding scalarized problems is either (1; 0)> or
(0; 1)> . As a consequence, most discretizations of B will result in the poor approximation
f(1; 0)>; (0; 1)>g of M , and increasing the discretization size will usually not be helpful.
Note that this example can easily be generalized to higher dimensions.
Taking a closer look at the example, one of the main problems occurring when us-
ing linear scalarizations in a naive way can be summarized as follows. Let C  B be
a dense subset of a base B of K+ . For each ! 2 C , let a solution x(!) of the prob-
lem miny2Mh!; y i be given. Then it does not follow that fx(!) j ! 2 Cg is dense in
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Ep(M;K) . Adding the assumption of uniqueness of x(!) for all ! 2 C does not help,
either. Likewise, if C1; C2  B with C1  C2 such that C2 is a ”better” approxima-
tion to B , then it does not follow that S!2C2 arg minfh!; y i j y 2 Mg is a ”better”
approximation to Ep(M;K) than
S
!2C1 arg minfh!; y i j y 2Mg .
Other methods [17] designed to approximate the set of efficient points avoid the
nonuniformity drawback depicted above, but fail to approximate the set of efficient points
in an even more important respect [17, Figure 3].
2.2.3.1 Linear Scalarizations
Theorem 2.2.2 points the way to sufficient conditions which ensure that a proper dis-
cretization of a base B of K+ leads to a good approximation of E(M;K) . Let M
be closed, nonempty, and convex and let all facets of M have at most one point with
Ep(M;K) in common. Then, for each ! 2 B the function v with v(x) := h!; x i has a
unique minimum in E(M;K) . Moreover, the set-valued optimal argument function
' : ! 7 ! arg minfh!; y i j y 2Mg
can be identified in the standard way with a function ' : B  ! M . Note that '(B) =
Ep(M;K) .
Lemma 2.2.8 (Continuity of the Optimal Argument Function) Let the set M be con-
vex, closed, and nonempty and let B be a base of K+ . Suppose that all facets of M have
at most one point with Ep(M;K) in common. Then, the following holds:
1. The function ' : B  !M is continuous.
2. There exists a partition (Bi)i2I of B of nonempty convex sets Bi  B , compact
relative to the induced topology on B , such that the sets relint(Bi) are mutually
disjoint and such that for all i 2 I the function ' is constant on Bi . Moreover, the
family ('(Bi))i2I consists of mutually disjoint sets.
Proof:
1. Suppose that there exists a sequence (!k)k2IN such that !k 2 B (k 2 IN) and
limk!1 !k = ! 2 B , but limk!1 '(!k) 6= '(!) . Then, there exists a converging
subsequence of ('(!k))k2IN , for otherwise there would exist a facet F of M such
that F \Ep(M;K) has dimension 1 or higher. Without loss of generality, we may
assume limk!1 '(!k) =: x 2 M . Then x as well as '(!) are solutions to the
problem miny2Mh!; y i , a contradiction.
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2. Use I := Ep(M;K) and define Bi := ' 1(i) . The compactness follows from
standard arguments. The convexity of Bi follows by noting that ! 2 Bi if and only
if  ! 2 NM(i) . 2
Note that the uniqueness assumption of points in a base is not used. Only compactness
and convexity of the set B is needed to arrive at the assertions of the lemma.
Remark 2.2.9 In the context of item No. 2 of the last lemma, let J  I be the set of
all indices j for which Bj contains exactly one point and define C :=
S
j2J Bj . If B is
discretized according to some discretization scheme producing a finite number of points, it
is obviously unnecessary to consider more than one point from each set Bi with i 2 I nJ .
Instead, one has to pay attention to the set C . Fortunately, ' is one-to-one on C . The
problem of identifying the boundary between C and B n C remains.
Corollary 2.2.10 Let M be a convex, compact and nonempty set such that all facets
of M have at most one point with Ep(M;K) in common. Let B be a base of K+ and C
be a dense subset of B . Then, '(C)  Ep(M;K) is dense in Ep(M;K) .
Proof: Let x 2 Ep(M;K) . There exists an ! 2 B such that x is the unique solution of
the problem miny2Mh!; y i . Let (!k)k2IN be a sequence in C with ! as an accumulation
point. This sequence induces a unique sequence ('(!k))k2IN of solutions to the corre-
sponding problems with '(!k) 2 Ep(M;K) (k 2 IN). According to the last lemma, x is
the limit of this sequence. 2
Note that the function ' is not Lipshitz-continuous, as the example K := IR2+ , M :=
f(x; 
p
x)> j x 2 IR+g+ IR
2
+ shows.
Nevertheless, at least for K  IRn+ , we can always use Theorem 2.2.2 to construct
a one-to-one mapping g : E(M;K)  ! E(g(M); K) such that the density argument
holds for E(g(M); K) . Since g is one-to-one and continuous, a good approximation of
E(M;K) can be constructed by discretizing a base of K+ and solving parameterized
optimization problems with linear objective function for the feasible set g(M) . In these
optimization problems, the parameters will only enter in the objective function, and not
in the constraints. This will be exploited in the next chapter.
2.2.3.2 Quadratic Scalarizations
The discussion on p. 14 has shown that nonlinear scalarizations are useful in their own
right. Moreover, such scalarizations can often be interpreted as a nonlinear transforma-
tion followed by a linear scalarization. In what follows, quadratic value functions are
discussed.
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Theorem 2.2.11 (Quadratic Scalarizations) Let K be a convex cone and M be a con-
vex set with nonempty interior. For an arbitrary set of matrices B  IRnn define
A(M;B) :=
[
Q2B
arg minfhQy; y i j y 2Mg: (2.5)
1. Let
QM;K := fQ 2 IR
nn positive definite j QM  Kg:
Then
A(M;QM;K)  E(M;K):
2. Let K+  int(IRn+) and M  int(IRn+) . Define
Q^M;K := fdiag(!1=z1; : : : ; !n=zn) j z 2M;! 2 K+g:
Then
Ep(M;K)  A(M; Q^M;K):
Proof:
1. Apply Theorem 2.2.4 and 2.2.3.
2. Let x 2 Ep(M;K) . Then there exists an ! 2 K+ such that x is solution to
miny2Mh!; y i . Since M is convex, this is equivalent to  ! 2 NM(x) , where
NM(x) is the normal cone to M at the point x . Define qi := !i=(2xi) > 0 and
Q := diag(q) . Then  rf(x) =  2Qx 2 NM(x) , where f(y) := hQy; y i . As a
consequence, x is a minimum of the convex program
minimize hQy; y i
subject to y 2M: (2.6)
2
Corollary 2.2.12 Let K be a closed convex cone with 0 2 K , K+  int(IRn+) such that
K contains no lines. Let M be closed and convex with nonempty interior and M 
int(IRn+) . Then
cl(A(M;QM;K))  cl(E(M;K)) = cl(Ep(M;K))  cl(A(M; Q^M;K)):
Obviously, the situation of highest interest occurs whenever
Q^M;K  QM;K (2.7)
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as well as 0 2 K , f0g 6= K 6= IRn holds, because then
Ep(M;K)  A(M; Q^M;K)  E(M;K):
To give some sufficient condition for this, suppose that M  int(IRn+) and define M 1 :=
f(1=z1; : : : ; 1=zn)> j z 2 Mg . Moreover, for two points x; y 2 IRn define x  y :=
(x1y1; : : : ; xnyn)> . This notation is extended to subsets of IRn in the usual way, i. e.
S1  S2 := fx  y j x 2 S1; y 2 S2g . With this, the relation
K+ M 1 M  K (2.8)
is sufficient for (2.7).
Corollary 2.2.13 Let K = IRn+ . Moreover, let M be convex with nonempty interior and
M  int(IRn+) . Then
Ep(M;K)  A(M; Q^M;K)  E(M;K): (2.9)
Unfortunately, if int(M) 6= ; , the relation (1; : : : ; 1)> 2 int(M 1 M) holds, and there-
fore (2.8) cannot hold for cones K with K  IRn+ , K 6= IRn+ , K+ = int(K) .
In the context of the last corollary, the set A(M; Q^M;K) is, as an approximation to
E(M;K) , at least as good as Ep(M;K) . From a numerical point of view, stronger re-
sults than (2.9) are of no interest, since the three sets in (2.9) can not be distinguished
numerically anyway. Due to the scale-invariance of the problems (2.6) one might concen-
trate on the standard base of int(IRn+) and use
S :=
(
diag(q)





q 2 int(IRn+);
nX
i=1
qi = 1
)
instead of Q^M;K .
In the general case of K 6= IRn+ , K+  IRn+ there remains the difficulty of the rather
implicit definition of QM;K . Moreover, a naive parameterization of Q^M;K would in-
volve 2n parameters from a rather large set. Smaller parameter sets can only be used if
a base of cone(M 1  K+) is known. A typical strategy would therefore be first to cal-
culate points in a superset of A(M; Q^M;K) , and, then, reject those points not belonging
to E(M;K) . For example, compute a point x 2 A(M;S) by solving (2.6) with a matrix
Q 2 S . Define ! := 2Qx 2  NM(x) . If ! 2 K+ , then x 2 Ep(M;K) . If ! =2 K+ and
NM(x) is one-dimensional, then x =2 Ep(M;K) . Note that NM(x) is one-dimensional as
soon as M is strictly convex and x 2 bd(M) . The latter is always the case for solutions
to (2.6) if 0 =2M . If ! =2 K , there exists a z 2  K with h!; z i > 0 . This means that z
is a direction of increase at x for the objective function v of (2.6). But then the function v
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is not monotone with respect to K in a neighborhood of x , and Theorem 2.2.3 can not
be applied to check the efficiency of x .
There is a clear overhead in computation here in the sense that first E(M; IRn+) is
approximated and then points of the approximation are rejected in order to calculate an
approximation to the set Ep(M;K) , K+  IRn+ . Nevertheless, the possibility to compute
simultaneously an outer and an inner approximation to the set of efficient points may be
interesting.
Note that each minimum of the scalar problems (2.6) is unique, due to the strict con-
vexity of the objective functions considered. Moreover, the objective function is coercive.
This means that if M is closed, convex, and nonempty, the set-valued optimal argument
function
 : Q 7 ! arg minfhQy; y i j y 2Mg
for the quadratic scalarizations considered in this section can be identified in the standard
way with a function  : P (n)  ! M , where P (n) is the set of all positive definite
n n-matrices.
Theorem 2.2.14 (Lipshitz-Continuity of the Optimal Argument Function) Let M 
IRn be closed, convex, and nonempty. Then, the function  : P (n)  ! M is locally
Lipshitz-continuous.
Proof: The result holds due to [9, Proposition 4.32]. 2
Note that the continuity of  follows already from the fact that each objective function
of (2.6) is strictly convex for Q 2 P (n) .
Corollary 2.2.15 Let M  IRn be closed, convex, and nonempty. Let B  P (n) and R
be a dense subset of B . Then A(M;R) is dense in A(M;B) .
Proof: The proof follows the same lines as for Corollary 2.2.10 and is therefore omitted
here. 2
The linear and quadratic scalarizations presented in this and the last subsection have
one interesting quality, especially from a numerical point of view: the objective functions
are infinitely often differentiable with respect to their arguments from M and their pa-
rameters. This makes it especially simple to use them in a numerical algorithm, a subject
to which we will return to in Chapter 3. Other scalarization techniques do not necessarily
lead to smooth objective functions. The next subsection shows that smooth reformulations
of the corresponding scalar optimizations problems are sometimes possible. However, it
is not clear how efficient standard solution techniques are when applied to these refor-
mulations. In the next chapter, we will therefore consider only the linear and quadratic
scalarizations discussed previously.
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2.2.3.3 Norm Scalarizations
All the scalarizations investigated above can be interpreted as special cases of goal pro-
gramming scalarizations, i. e. a scalarizations where norms (or their non-symmetric coun-
terpart, gauges) are used. This is a trivial observation for problems in the context of
Theorem 2.2.11 and its corollaries, but even for (2.3) we simply note that in the case of
K+;M  IRn+ the norms in use are of the form
!(x) :=
nX
i=1
!ijxij
with ! 2 K+ . Clearly, !(x) = h!; x i for all x 2 M . Similar scalarizations different
from the ones described above can also be used. We will return to this subject in Chapter 4,
cmp. also [56, 12]. Especially useful might be norm scalarizations of the form
min kQxkp (2.10)
subject to x 2M
with 1  p  +1 and Q 2 P (n) . Clearly, (2.10) is a generalization of (2.6). By a proper
choice of Q , the objective function of (2.10) can be made monotonically increasing. (For
example, if K = IRn one can choose an arbitrary diagonal matrix.) On the other hand,
scalarizations like (2.10) with p 6= 2 might be better suited to generate efficient points of
nonconvex sets M . However, the objective function will be nonsmooth, which usually
results in serious difficulties when one tries to solve the scalarized problem numerically.
Therefore, a smooth reformulation of the objective function might be helpful. To this end,
consider the standard idea of replacing (2.10) by
min t
subject to x 2M; (2.11)
(Qx; t) 2 Kp;
where
Kp := f(y; t) 2 IR
n+1 j kykp  tg:
is the epigraph of the function k  kp . Now the parameters Q occur in the constraints
of the program, a situation which is better avoided, as the discussion in Chapter 3 will
show. For p = 1 or p = +1 , the cone-constraints are linear. We will discuss the case
1 < p < +1 further in Chapter 4, especially Example 4.5.5.
2.2.4 The Nonconvex Case
It is clear that with the tools introduced in the last section, only locally efficient points
can be characterized if the set of feasible points M is not convex. Computing globally
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efficient points is, of course, a generalization of single-criterion optimization. As such,
the problem posed in it’s general form is NP -complete, and therefore there is few hope
for efficient solution methods. However, special cases, especially those of low dimension,
might be solved efficiently. In what follows, only methods able to find locally efficient
points are discussed, albeit briefly. If m discrete points are generated as a candidate set
for (global) efficiency, checking for pairs of points dominating each other can be done
in time O(m2) , and this is automatically done by any method for discrete multicriteria
problems.
Theorem 2.2.3 also holds for strictly monotone functions v : local minima of v are
locally efficient. The strictly monotone quadratic functions discussed in this chapter can
therefore be used to generate locally efficient points.
Note, however, that the set of globally efficient points may not be connected. Even
isolated points may occur. This is illustrated by the following simple example.
Example 2.2.2 For n = 2 let K = IR2+ and let B(r) := fz 2 IRn : kzk1  rg denote
the ball of the max-norm with radius r . Define
M :=

(5=2; 3=2)> +B(1=2)

[

(3=2; 5=2)> +B(1=2)

:
For this nonconvex set, the set of (locally as well as globally) efficient points is E(M;K) =
f(1; 2)>; (2; 1)>g .
Nevertheless, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.2.16 Let K be a convex cone and M be closed such that E(M;K)  K .
Then
E(M;K)  cl(A(M;P (n)))
holds.
Proof: Let x 2 E(M;K) . Then M \ (x K) = fxg and 0 2 x K . Let (Qk)k2IN be a
sequence of positive definite matrices such that Qk has the eigenvector x to the eigenvalue
1=kxk2 for all k 2 IN and all other eigenvalues diverge to +1 for k  ! +1 . Let
(xk)k2IN be a sequence with xk 2 arg minfhQky; y i j y 2 Mg for all k 2 IN . Then
(xk)k2IN converges to x . 2
Heuristically, the problems constructed in the proof ”converge” to a problem equiva-
lent to
min ktxk22
subject to tx 2M;
whose only solution is t = 1 . The assumption E(M;K)  K holds, for example, when
IRn+  K and M  int(IRn+) .
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Equality between the set of efficient points and the set of solutions of a family of pa-
rameterized scalar optimization problems can be shown even in the nonconvex case [56].
However, the scalar optimization problems considered are nonsmooth, and it is not clear
how these problems can be solved efficiently or how a smooth reformulation should look
like.
Note that the set E(M;K) n A(M;P (n)) might be nonempty, as can be seen by
modifying Example 2.2.2 as follows.
Example 2.2.3 For n = 2 let K = IR2+ and let B2(r) := fz 2 IRn : kzk2  rg denote
the ball of the Euclidean norm with radius r . Define
M :=

(2; 1)> +B2(1)

[

(1; 2)> +B2(1)

:
Then E(M;K) is the lower left boundary of M joining the points (1; 0)> , (1; 1)> , and
(0; 1)> , but there does not exist a positive definite matrix Q such that (1; 1)> is solution
to the problem (2.6). Moreover, for a given base B of P (2) one needs a dense subset
R  B in order to guarantee that A(M;R) is dense in E(M;K) .
On the other hand, in Example 2.2.2 the set A(M;P (2)) consists of the set of weakly
efficient points, which can be written as [a; b] [ [b; c] [ [c; d] [ [d; e] with a = (1; 3)> ,
b = (1; 2)> , c = (2; 2)> , d = (2; 1)> , and d = (3; 1)> , respectively.
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Chapter 3
Interior-Point Methods for Convex
Multicriteria Problems
Standard interior-point methods are concerned with the minimization of a function f :
G  ! IR over a set G  IRm . Based on the discussion in the last chapter, in the
context of multicriteria programming this function f will be parameterized according to n
parameters q 2 IRn . If the multicriteria scalarization from Theorem 2.2.11 is used, we
can assume that q 2 S = fq 2 int(IRn+) j
P
i qi = 1g and f(x) = h diag(q)x; x i . In case
a linear scalarization f(x) = h q; x i is used, q 2 K+ holds. If several objective functions
fi : G  ! IR (i = 1; : : : ; n) are given, we can use either f(x) = Pni=1 qi(fi(x))2 resp.
f(x) =
Pn
i=1 qifi(x) or the reformulation
minimize h diag(q)t; t i
subject to fi(x)  ti (i = 1; : : : ; n)
x 2 G:
(3.1)
resp.
minimize h q; t i
subject to fi(x)  ti (i = 1; : : : ; n)
x 2 G:
(3.2)
Accordingly, we can assume that the objective function f is linear or quadratic and the
set of feasible points is fixed, i. e. independent of the parameterization. This is an impor-
tant simplification in order to employ to interior-point methods, since quadratic objective
functions are 0-compatible with self-concordant barrier functions [67] and constant sets
of feasible points reduce the amount of work needed to find strictly feasible starting points.
The rest of this chapter is as follows: in Section 3.1, the standard primal path-following
interior-point algorithm as presented in [67] is rehearsed in short. It turns out that the first
stage of the algorithm (the construction of a point close to the ”center” of the set of feasible
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points) can be used without any modification in a multicriteria framework. In Section 3.2,
an algorithm is presented in which two scalar linear programs are solved simultaneously
by way of an adapted interior-point technique. Moreover, an efficiency estimate will elu-
cidate the dependence of the number of steps of the algorithm on the perturbation size.
The corresponding algorithmic technique will be generalized to quadratic scalar programs
in Section 3.3 and to smooth convex scalar programs in Section 3.4. Since, on the one
hand, the discussion in Section 2.2.1 has shown that only linear scalarizations need to
be considered when solving multicriteria problems, and, on the other hand, it will turn
out that there exist fundamental differences between linear and quadratic scalarizations
when solving multicriteria problems, only linear scalarizations will be considered from
Section 3.5 onwards. In this Section 3.5, bicriteria problems are considered, and a general
algorithm based on a refinement strategy in the parameter space is proposed. It turns out
that the theoretical complexity of this algorithm is lower than the naive approach of using
a prespecified number of parameter values to achieve a certain density of approximation
in the image space IRn of the multicriteria optimization problem considered. Finally, the
results from Section 3.5 are extended to the case of more than two criteria in Section 3.6.
There, a general algorithm for approximating the set of efficient points of a smooth convex
multicriteria optimization problem is discussed.
3.1 The Standard Primal Path-Following Interior-Point
Algorithm
This section recalls in short how the standard primal path-following algorithm presented
by Nesterov and Nemirovskii [67, Chapter 3] works. Moreover, the notation used in the
rest of this chapter is introduced, together with some slight generalizations and correc-
tions. For most of the proofs of the result presented here, the reader is referred to [67].
3.1.1 The First Stage
Let G  IRm be a compact convex set with nonempty interior and F : int(G)  ! IR
a self-concordant barrier for G with self-concordancy parameter #  1 . Moreover, let
f : G  ! be a  -compatible objective function. In a scalarized multicriteria setting, the
discussion of the last chapter has shown that it makes sense to assume that f is linear or
at most quadratic. Moreover, a nonquadratic function can be replaced in the usual way by
a linear one. We can therefore assume  = 0 .
It is known that for compact sets G the Hessian r2F (x) at an arbitrary point x 2
int(G) is positive definite. This allows us to define for x 2 int(G) , the Newton decrement
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of F at x by
(F; x) :=
D
rF (x)); (r2F (x)) 1rF (x)
E1=2
;
cmp. [67, p. 15–16]. The Newton-decrement can be viewed as a measure for the length of
rF (x) . More precisely, it is the length of the gradient in the norm induced by r2F (x) .
Therefore, the smaller (F; x) is, the closer x is to a minimum of F .
Define the auxiliary function ! :]0; 1=3[ ! IR by
!() := 1  (1  3)1=3:
In the standard path-following scheme, there is needed a 5-tuple
(1; 
0
1; 2; 3; 
0
3) 2 IR
5
basically controlling the neighbourhoods to the central path (to be defined below) used,
such that the following system of inequalities holds:
0 <
 
i
1  i
!2
 0i < i < 2 
p
3 (i = 1; 3); (3.3)
01 < 2 < 3; (3.4)
!(03)
1  !(03)
< 1; (3.5)
!(2)
1  !(2)
<
1
3
; (3.6)
!2(01)(1 + !(
0
1))
1  !(01)

1
9
; (3.7)
see [67, p. 70]. But (3.5) is equivalent to 03  7=24 , while (3.6) is equivalent to 2 <
37=192 . Moreover, some simple calculations show that (3.7) is equivalent to
01 
1
3
 
1
3
0
@
4
3
 
1
9
3
q
27 + 3
p
57 
2
3
1
3
q
27 + 3
p
57
1
A
3
=: %:
Due to % > 37=192 , (3.4) tells us that we can drop (3.7). As a consequence, the system
(3.3)–(3.7) can be simplified to
0 < 0i < i < 2 
p
3 (i = 1; 3); (3.8)
 
1
1  1
!2
 01; (3.9)
 
3
1  3
!2
 03 <
7
24
; (3.10)
01 < 2 < 3; (3.11)
2 <
37
192
: (3.12)
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The first stage of the interior-point method starts at an arbitrary point y(0) 2 int(G) and
calculates an approximation y(j) to the unique minimizer of F such that the Newton
decrement at y(j) is bounded by 2 , i. e.
(F; y(j))  2: (3.13)
In these iterations, only standard Newton steps for the function F are performed. The
number of iterations j needed to achieve this is bounded from above by
1 +
1 +
p
#
1   01
 
ln
 
#
a(y(0); G)
!
+ ln
 
2
2   01
!!
;
see [67, Proposition 3.2.3], and only the parameters 1; 01 , and 2 are used within the
algorithm. In the run-time estimate above, a(y(0); G) is the asymmetry coefficient of y(0)
with respect to G , defined for arbitrary points x 2 int(G) by
a(x;G) := supf  0 j x+ (x G)  Gg:
For lower bounds of this number, the reader is referred to Section 4.5. Obviously, for
large # the leading term
p
# ln# in the estimate above has the coefficient 1=(1   01) ,
so it makes sense to maximize 1   01 . Within the bounds given above, the maximum is
taken at
1 =  1=3
3
q
27 + 3
p
105 + 2
1
3
q
27 + 3
p
105
+ 1 = 0:2290 : : :
and 01 = 21=(1 1)2 = 0:0882 : : : . The leading coefficient then becomes 1=(1 01) =
7:103 : : : .
In a multicriteria setting, the computation of an approximation of the analytic center
of G can be executed without any modification at all. If we do not have any further
information on the parameters of the scalarization, no better starting point for minimizing
the scalarized problems is at hand.
3.1.2 The Second Stage
In the second stage, we start at the just obtained x(0) := y(j) and follow the central path to
a minimum of f by computing discrete approximations x(i) 2 G (i 2 IN) to this central
path. More precisely, we consider the function
Ft(x) := tf(x) + F (x)
as well as the central path
fx(t) 2 G j (Ft; x(t)) = 0; t > 0g = fx(t) 2 G j x(t) minimum of Ft; t > 0g
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and compute parameter values t(i) > 0 with limi!1 t(i) =1 as well as
x(i+1) := x(i)  

r2xFt(i+1)(x
(i))
 1
rxFt(i+1)(x
(i)); i = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (3.14)
The parameter t plays the role of the barrier parameter and is increased in each step.
The generated sequence (x(i))i2IN is a discrete approximation to the central path of the
problem considered.
The sequence of barrier parameters can be defined by
t(i) := t(1) exp
 
(i  1)
3   03
3 +
p
#
!
; i = 1; 2; : : : : (3.15)
We will take a look at the derivation of this rule in Lemma 3.1.4. Of course, an initial-
ization t(1) of the sequence is needed. A proper way for initializing this starting value is
discussed now.
For a given x 2 int(G) , define the norm k  kx;F by
kykx;F :=
D
y;r2F (x)y
E1=2
:
(Recall that r2F (x) is positive definite.) With this norm, the Dikin ellipsoid of F cen-
tered at x 2 int(G) with radius r is defined by
W (x; r) := fy 2 IRm j ky   xkx;F  rg:
One of the most useful relations with respect to this ellipsoid is
W (x; 1)  cl(G) (3.16)
for all x 2 int(G) , see [67, Proposition 2.3.2]. In fact, it can be shown [75] that self-
concordancy of the function F is equivalent to this inclusion and just one further inequal-
ity which we will use to proof Lemma 3.1.2 below. As usual, the dual norm to k  kx;F
will be denoted by k  kx;F , i. e.
kpkx;F := supfh p; y i j kykx;F  1g:
The following lemmas are well-known. Since the results are crucial in the following
derivations, the proofs are given for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.1.1 Let there be given x 2 int(G) ,   0 , and t  0 with
t 
  (F; x)
krf(x)kx;F
:
Then
(Ft; x)  :
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Proof: See also [67, Proposition 3.2.4]. We have the following chain of inequalities:
(Ft; x) = sup
h 6=0
jhh;rFt(x) ij
(hh;r2Ft(x)h i)1=2
 sup
h 6=0
jhh;rF (x) ij+ tjhh;rf(x) ij
(hh;r2F (x)h i)1=2
 (F; x) + t sup
h 6=0
jhh;rf(x) ij
(hh;r2F (x)h i)1=2
= (F; x) + tkrf(x)kx;F  :
2
As a consequence, with  = 3 > 2  (F; x(0)) , a sufficiently small t(1) will
always be sufficient to start with the path-following method.
The denominator of the estimate for t in Lemma 3.1.1 can be estimated itself. This is
the purpose of the next two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1.2 Let there be given x 2 int(G) with (F; x)   < 1=3 and r :=
!()=(1  !()) < 1=3 . Denote the minimum of F by y . Then
W (x; )  W (y; r + =(1  r))
for all   0 .
Proof: According to [67, Theorem 2.2.2], we have
kx  yky;F 
!((F; x))
1  !((F; x))

!()
1  !()
which means x 2 W (y; r) . Due to Theorem 2.1.1 from [67], it follows that
1  2!()
1  !()
khky;F = (1  r)khky;F  (1  kx  yky;F )khky;F  khkx;F
for all h 2 IRm . Now let z 2 IRm . Then
kz   yky;F  kz   xky;F + kx  yky;F  kz   xky;F + r 
1
1  r
kz   xkx;F + r;
from which the result follows. 2
Lemma 3.1.3 Let there be given x 2 int(G) with (F; x)   < 1=3 and r :=
!()=(1   !()) < 1=3 . Denote the minimum of F by y and let p 2 IRm be a sub-
gradient of a convex function f : G  ! IR at x . Then
kpkx;F 
1

 
sup
z2W (y;r+=(1 r))
f(z)  f(x)
!
(3.17)
for all  2]0; (1  r)2[ .
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Proof: Due to the subgradient inequality and Lemma 3.1.2,
kpkx;F = sup
h:khkx;F1
h p; h i
=
1

sup
h:khkx;F
h p; h i
=
1

sup
z2W (x;)
h p; z   x i

1

sup
z2W (x;)
(f(z)  f(x))

1

 
sup
z2W (y;r+=(1 r))
f(z)  f(x)
!
2
One can easily get rid of f(x) in (3.17) by using
f(x)  inf
z2W (y;r)
f(z); (3.18)
see again the proof of Lemma 3.1.2.
Numerous simple bounds for kpkx;F can be derived from this lemma. For example,
using  := (1  r)2=2 and r < 1=3 leads to
kpkx;F 
2
(1  r)2
 
sup
z2W (y;(1+r)=2)
f(z)  f(x)
!
<
9
2
 
sup
z2W (y;2=3)
f(z)  f(x)
!
; (3.19)
while  := (1  r)(1=2  r) leads to
kpkx;F 
1
(1  r)(1=2  r)
 
sup
z2W (y;1=2)
f(z)  f(x)
!
< 9
 
sup
z2W (y;1=2)
f(z)  f(x)
!
;
which, together with (3.18), leads to the bound for kpkx;F used in [67].
We now turn our attention to the efficiency of Newton’s method applied to the func-
tion Ft .
Lemma 3.1.4 Let there be given a 5-tuple (1; 01; 2; 3; 03) feasible for the system
(3.8)–(3.12), let x 2 int(G) be given such that
(Ft; x)  3 (3.20)
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holds, and define y by
y := x 

r2xFt(x)
 1
rxFt(x):
Then y 2 int(G) and
(Ft; y)  
0
3: (3.21)
Proof: Due to (3.20), 3 < 2  
p
3 , and [67, Theorem 2.2.2], we have y 2 int(G) as
well as
(Ft; y) 
 
(Ft; x)
1  (Ft; x)
!2
:
Using (3.20) again, it follows that (Ft; y)  23=(1 3)2 . The result follows with (3.10).
2
As a consequence of this lemma, defining the sequence (x(i))i2IN by the Newton-
process (3.14) and the update rule (3.15) will lead to (Ft(i); x(i 1))  3 as well as
(Ft(i); x(i))  03 for all i  1 , provided that the starting point generated during the first
stage is used. More precisely, we need (Ft(1); x(0)) < 3 and a starting value t(1) for
the barrier parameter bounded by the right-hand side of the estimate in Lemma 3.1.1.
It can be shown [67] that the number of iterations i needed to achieve an absolute
accuracy of
f(x(i)) min
x2G
f(x)  "; (3.22)
0 < " < 1=krf(x(0))kx(0);F , is bounded above by
1 +
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ ln(1=") + ln(krf(x(0))kx(0);F )
+ ln
 9
3   2
 (3.23)
where the auxiliary function  is defined with the help of the function ! by
() := (!())2
1 + !()
1  !()
:
We will call all x 2 G satisfying (3.22) an "-solution to the optimization problem at
hand. (Note that (3.8) implies 3 6= 03 .) The term krf(x(0))kx(0);F in this estimate
can be bounded using one of the various estimates given after Lemma 3.1.3. All of these
upper bounds have the form supz2W f(z)  f(x(0)) with a suitable set W  G contain-
ing the minimum of F . Note also that f(x(0)) can be replaced by using (3.18). As a
consequence, a scaling of our absolute accuracy measure " reflects a scaling of the term
krf(x(0))kx(0);F .
Similar to the first stage, for large # the leading term
p
# ln# has the coefficient
1=(3   03) , and it makes sense to choose 3 = 1 and 03 = 01 , with 1; 01 as above.
It makes then sense to choose 2 = (1 + 01)=2 = 0:1586 : : : .
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3.2 Solving Two Single-Criteria Programs with Linear
Objective Functions
Let c; c^ 2 IRm with c 6= 0 6= c^ and let  := kc   c^k2 > 0 . Again, let G be a compact
convex set with nonempty interior. Moreover, suppose that kxk2  R holds for a number
R > 0 and all x 2 G . We are now interested in solving the two linear optimization
problems
minimize h c; x i (3.24)
subject to x 2 G
and
minimize h c^; x i (3.25)
subject to x 2 G:
Note that we do not yet want to consider the bicriteria program consisting of the two
objective functions h c;  i and h c^;  i . This is the subject of Section 3.5. Right now, we
consider two different single-criteria problems and we want to solve both of them. Again,
note that the discussion in Chapter 2 and that at the start of this chapter has shown that we
have to solve many single-criteria linear programs, not just two of them. We discuss here
the case of exactly two for the sake of simplicity.
Since in general we can not solve an optimization problem exactly, we have to be
content with an "-solution to each of our problems in the sense of (3.22), where " > 0 is
our prespecified accuracy measure. Now let x 2 G be an "-solution to (3.24) and suppose
that kck2 = kc^k2 holds. Then a simple calculation shows that x is an ("+ 2R)-solution
to (3.25). As a consequence, for sufficiently small perturbations  one may accept the
approximative solution to the first problem as an approximative solution to the second
one. The following discussion will lead to an efficient algorithm for  of moderate size.
The two objective functions given by f(x) = h c; x i as well as f^(x) = h c^; x i are
linear and therefore  -compatible with  = 0 for any self-concordant barrier. Now
let F be such a self-concordant barrier for G with self-concordancy parameter # . Ob-
viously, we can compute an approximation x(0) to the analytic center of G in the sense
of (3.13) first, before proceeding to approximate a solution to (3.24) or (3.25). To solve
both problems, we might then start from x(0) to execute the second stage for the first prob-
lem, and then restart from x(0) to solve the second problem, again executing the second
stage. This, however, means that we are ”recycling” or ”reusing” only the starting point
to solve two different problems which are usually in close connection to each other, i. e.
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kc  c^k2 =   1 . Obviously, the O -constants in (3.23) get multiplied by a factor of 2 ,
independently of the size of  .
It will now be shown that we can recycle additional steps of the main stage, and how
the number of reusable steps depends on  .
Let there be given a 5-tuple (1; 01; 2; 3; 03) feasible for the system (3.8)–(3.12).
Choose a sixth parameter ^3 such that 3 < ^3 holds and the 5-tuple (1; 01; 2; ^3; 03)
is feasible for (3.8)–(3.12), too. As an example, choose 1 = 0:193 , 01 = (1=(1  
1))2 = 0:057 : : : , 2 = 0:150 , 3 = 4=25 = 0:16 , 03 = 1=9 , and ^3 = 1=4 . Define the
parameterized functions Ft; F^t in the usual way, i. e.
Ft(x) := tf(x) + F (x);
F^t(x) := tf^(x) + F (x):
When solving (3.25), we can simply replace f by f^ , i. e. Ft by F^t . Suppose that we
try to solve (3.24) and (3.25) with the parameter tuple (1; 01; 2; 3; 03) , using x(0) as
a starting point. According to Lemma 3.1.4, inequality (3.20) is sufficient for (3.21) if
updates according to Newton’s scheme are made, and we might therefore concentrate
on (3.20). The idea is now to use the points x(i) , computed as approximations to the
central path of problem (3.24), as approximations to the central path of the problem (3.25).
More precisely, the point x(i 1) will be used as an approximation to a point on the central
path of problem (3.25) as long as
(F^t(i); x
(i 1)) < ^3 (3.26)
holds.
To start with this scheme, we need a starting point w := x(0) 2 G and a barrier
parameter value t(1) with (Ft(1); w)  3 as well as (F^t(1); w)  3 . According to
Lemma 3.1.1, the value
t(1) :=
3   (F;w)
maxfkrf(w)kw;F ; krf^(w)k

w;Fg
=
3   (F;w)
maxfkckw;F ; kc^k

w;Fg
(3.27)
can be used as a starting value for both optimization problems. Then, (3.26) holds for
i = 1 . Assuming appropriate scaling of the objective functions, by (3.19) we clearly have
t(1) >
3   2
9Rmaxfkck2; kc^k2g
= O
 1
R

: (3.28)
Suppose now that (3.26) does not hold for an i > 1 , but that we still have that x(i 2)
is close to the central path of the second problem, i. e. (F^t(i 1); x(i 2)) < ^3 . How is it
now possible to obtain a point x^(i 2) for which
(F^t(i 1); x^
(i 2))  3 (3.29)
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holds without too much work? (Especially, without running through the whole Stage 2 of
the standard path-following algorithm again?) Inequality (3.29) means that (3.20) holds
with respect to x^(i 2) . With such a point, we can go on with Stage 2 for problem (3.25)
in the following way. Define the points y(j)i 2 2 IRm by making Newton steps for the
function F^t(i 1) , starting at the point x(i 2) : set y(0)i 2 := x(i 2) and
y(j+1)i 2 := y
(j)
i 2   (r
2F^t(i 1)(y
(j)
i 2))
 1rF^t(i 1)(y
(j)
i 2); (3.30)
j = 0; 1; : : : . According to Lemma 3.1.4 (cmp. also Theorem 2.2.3 and especially the
implication (2.2.39) from [67]), one has due to ^3 < 2 
p
3 that
(F^t(i 1); y
(j+1)
i 2 ) 
0
@
(F^t(i 1); y
(j)
i 2)
1  (F^t(i 2); y
(j)
i 2)
1
A
2

(F^t(i 1); y
(j)
i 2)
2
<
^3
2
(j = 0; 1; : : :) holds. Obviously, (F^t(i 1); y(j)i 2) < ^3=2j for j = 0; 1; : : : follows.
Therefore, if we make at least
k :=
&
ln ^3   ln3
ln 2
'
(3.31)
Newton steps in the scheme to compute the y(j)i 2 , we arrive at (3.29) by defining x^(i 2) :=
y(k)i 2 . Obviously, this is a worst-case estimate, it may be the case that one needs fewer
iterations.
We might envision these additional Newton steps as corrector steps. (In the example
with the numerical values of the -parameters given as above, we obtain k > 0:64 : : :
as a sufficient condition for k , so we need just one corrector step and immediately use
x^(i 2) := y(1)i 2 .) After the corresponding corrector steps, Stage 2 of the interior-point
algorithm can be used on problem (3.25) as usual. In this case, we have saved the com-
putations needed for the first i   1 iterations (i. e. we have saved i Newton steps), and
we need an additional amount of work of at most k iterations. The number of additional
operations k , however, is independent of the size of the perturbation  , since the points
already generated are still relatively close to the central path of the second problem in the
sense that (F^t(i 1); x(i 2)) < ^3 holds.
But how long does (3.26) hold, i. e. how long are we allowed to skip iterations to
solve (3.25) while iterating to solve (3.24)? According to (3.16), we have
fz 2 IRm j h (z   x);r2Ft(x)(z   x) i  1g  G
for all t > 0 and x 2 int(G) , because Ft is self-concordant for all t > 0 (compare
Proposition 3.2.2, Definition 3.1.1, and Definition 2.1.1 of [67]). Since G is bounded,
r2Ft(x) is positive definite. Suppose that there is given a number R > 0 such that
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kxk2  R holds for all x 2 G . Denote by 1(x; t); : : : ; n(x; t) the eigenvalues of
r2Ft(x) . Then, the inequality
i(x; t) 
1
4R2
(3.32)
(i = 1; : : : ; n) holds. Obviously, this bound is independent of x and t . All this holds also
if one replaces Ft by F^t . But r2Ft(x) = r2F^t(x) = r2F (x) and rFt(x) = tc+rF (x)
as well as rF^t(x) = tc^+rF (x) . As a consequence, we have
(F^t; x))
2 =
D
rF^t(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1rF^t(x)
E
=
D
t(c^  c) + tc+rF (x); (r2F (x)) 1 (t(c^  c) + tc+rF (x))
E
= t2
D
c^  c; (r2F (x)) 1(c^  c)
E
+ 2t
D
c^  c; (r2F (x)) 1rFt(x)
E
+
D
rFt(x); (r
2Ft(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
= t2
D
c^  c; (r2F (x)) 1(c^  c)
E
  2t hc^  c;xi+ ((Ft; x))
2;
where x is the Newton step defined by r2F (x)x =  rFt(x) . Consider now the
case x = x(i 1) and t = t(i) . Since x(i); x(i 1) 2 G (cmp. [67, Proposition 3.2.4 (i)]),
the inequality kxk2 = kx(i)   x(i 1)k2  2R immediately follows. (This is a global,
rather conservative estimate. What is important in what follows is that this estimate is
independent of i .) Moreover, the largest eigenvalue of (r2F (2)t (x)) 1 is bounded above
by 4R2 uniformly in x and t (see (3.32)), and (Ft(i); x(i 1))  3 holds for all i (see
Lemma 3.1.4). Therefore, the chain of equations above leads to
(F^t(i); x
(i 1)) 

42R2(t(i))2 + 4t(i)R + 23
1=2
(recall  = kc  c^k2 ), which means that (F^t(i); x(i 1)) < ^3 holds as long as
42R2(t(i))2 + 4t(i)R + 23 < ^
2
3
holds. Replacing the inequality sign by an equality sign, we obtain a quadratic equation
in t(i) with two real-valued solutions, only one of them greater than 0 . This solution can
be written as
s :=
(^23   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1
2R
= O
 1
R

= O
 
t(1)

!
: (3.33)
The update rule for t(i) is given by (3.15), while t(1) is initialized as in (3.27). What is
needed is t(i) < s . Solving for i yields
i < 1 +
3 +
p
#
3   03

ln(maxfkckw;F ; kc^k

w;Fg)  lnR  ln 
+ ln((^23   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1)  ln(3   2)  ln 2

:
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Note that in this estimate, the term ln# does not appear. Define
K := maxfkckw;F ; kc^k

w;Fg
and abbreviate the constant terms by
 = (2; 3; ^3) := ln((^
2
3   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1)  ln(3   2)  ln 2: (3.34)
It is clear that we does not need to take a look at problem (3.25) for the first
1 +
"
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR  ln  + )
#
(3.35)
iterations of the primal interior-point method applied to solve (3.24). Only after that we
need to branch, i. e. take a look at two separate problems. (If the number above is less than
zero, it is understood that branching is immediately necessary.) Note that this is a worst-
case estimate, i. e. it may be the case that one can make more iterations before switching
into a ”parallel” process by branching. Moreover, if  is replaced by, e. g., =2 , the
number of iterations we are allowed to execute before branching increases by O(
p
#) .
We will return to this observation in Section 3.5. (Using a larger value for K when
defining t(1) , like the one given in estimate (3.28), will increase the number of iterations
in which (3.26) holds.)
Recall that " > 0 is the prespecified solution accuracy that we want to obtain and
suppose that
  "2
(3   2)2e
81(2#+ (03)=2)2KR
= O
 
"2
#2KR
!
(3.36)
holds. Taking the result obtained above together and considering (3.23), we see that
2 + 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ ln(1=") + lnK + ln
 9
3   2
!
 
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR  ln  + )  1 + k
=
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
2 ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ 2 ln(1=") + lnK + lnR + ln  (3.37)
+2 ln
 9
3   2

  

+ k + 1
Newton-steps are needed instead of
2 + 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
ln
 
2#+
(03
2
!
+ ln(1=") + lnK + ln
 9
3   2
!
Newton-steps in Stage 2 to achieve an accuracy of " for both problems. The lower
bound (3.36) just ensures that we have not obtained "-accuracy before branching and
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there is still some work to do, and that therefore the estimate above on the number of
steps is a nonnegative number. Instead of introducing (3.36), one might replace (3.37) by
an estimate of the form maxf0; : : :g , where the dots stand for (3.37).
If  < 1 , there are savings in computation time proportional to
 
p
#(lnR + ln ) =
p
# ln(1=R)
iterations. Obviously, substantial savings will take place if  < 1=R . Again, note that this
estimate is rather conservative, mainly due to the fact that the inequality kx(i) x(i 1)k2 
2R has been used to derive (3.33). Note also that Stage I is still needed, though.
The following algorithm summarizes the main points of the scheme, and the next
theorem restates the results found by the analysis above.
Algorithm 3.2.1
1. Choose (1; 01; 2; 3; 03) 2 IR5 feasible for the system (3.8)–(3.12).
Choose ^3 2 IR such that 3 < ^3 holds and such that (1; 01; 2; ^3; 03) is
feasible for (3.8)–(3.12), too.
2. Compute a point x(0) 2 int(G) such that (3.13) holds, i. e. (F; x(0)) < 2 . (This
is Stage I and can be done along the lines of [67, Section 3.2.3].)
3. (Initialization of barrier parameter, compare (3.27).)
t(1) :=
3   (F; x(0))
maxfkckx(0);F ; kc^k

x(0);Fg
4. i := 1
5. (Solve the first problem.) WHILE NOT stopping criterion for problem (3.24) ful-
filled DO
(a) (Do a Newton-step, compare (3.14).)
x(i) := x(i 1)  

r2xFt(i)(x
(i 1))
 1
rxFt(i)(x
(i 1))
(b) (Update barrier parameter compare (3.15).)
t(i+ 1) := t(i) exp
 
3   03
3 +
p
#
!
(c) i := i+ 1
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6. (Compute index of branching step.)
i := maxfi  0 j (F^t(i); x
(i 1)) < ^3g
7. y(0)i 1 := x(i 1) , j := 1
8. (Branching) WHILE (F^t(i); y(j 1)i 1 )  3 DO
(a) (Do a corrector Newton-step, compare (3.30).)
y(j)i 1 := y
(j 1)
i 1  

r2xF^t(i)(y
(j 1)
i 1 )
 1
rxF^t(i)(y
(j 1)
i 1 )
(b) j := j + 1
9. x^(i 1) := y(j 1)i 1
10. (Solve the second problem.) WHILE NOT stopping criterion for problem (3.25)
fulfilled DO
(a) (Do a Newton-step, compare (3.14).)
x^(i) := x^(i 1)  

r2xF^t(i)(x^
(i 1))
 1
rxF^t(i)(x^
(i 1))
(b) (Update barrier parameter, compare (3.15).)
t(i+ 1) := t(i) exp
 
3   03
3 +
p
#
!
(c) i := i+ 1
Theorem 3.2.2 Let G  IRm be convex and compact with nonempty interior and let F
be a self-concordant barrier for G with self-concordancy parameter # . Moreover, let
kxk2  R hold for all x 2 G for a number R > 0 . Let c; c^ 2 IRm with c 6= 0 6= c^ and
let there be given an accuracy measure " > 0 . With the -parameters chosen in Step 1 of
Algorithm 3.2.1 and x(0) computed as in Step 2, define
 = (2; 3; ^3) := ln((^
2
3   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1)  ln(3   2)  ln 2
as well as
K := maxfkckx(0);F ; kc^k

x(0);Fg:
Suppose that
kc  c^k2  "
2 (3   2)((^
2
3   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1)
162(2#+ (03)=2)2KR
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as well as 0 < "K < 1 holds. Then, the total number of Newton-steps in Steps 5–10 of
Algorithm 3.2.1 needed to achieve "-accuracy for both optimization problems is bounded
above by
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
2 ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ 2 ln(1=") + lnK + lnR + ln kc  c^k2
+2 ln
 9
3   2

  

+
&
ln ^3   ln3
ln 2
'
+ 1:
Note again that the lower bound on the perturbation size  = kc  c^k2 in the theorem
above was introduced just for convenience. For smaller  it might be the case that the
WHILE-loop in Step 10 is never executed.
We would like to remark here that the exact computation of the O -constants of the run-
time behaviour of Algorithm 3.2.1, as done above, is, unfortunately, not ”computational
gymnastics” [76], although we wished that this would be the case. It turns out that we
need precise knowledge of these constants to equilibrate the amount of work necessary
for solving a large number of optimization problems (and not just two of them) between
different parts of a corresponding algorithm. This is the subject of Section 3.5.
Let us also stress that the number R enters the run-time estimate of the theorem, while
it is not used in algorithm. No knowledge on G is needed other than boundedness and the
fact we know a self-concordant barrier F for G .
The approach presented above uses only primal information and makes only few as-
sumptions about the feasible set G . (Most importantly, that G is compact and that we
know a self-concordant barrier for it.) If primal-dual algorithms are considered, care has
to be taken with respect to the (strict) feasibility of the iterates considered. Indeed, if a
primal objective function is perturbed, the perturbation shows up in the dual constraints,
and it is not a priori clear how dual feasibility might be guaranteed. Up to now, only
primal-dual schemes for problems with special structure, most notably with linear con-
straints and linear objective functions [97] or convex-quadratic objective functions [35]
have been considered.
3.3 Solving Two Single-Criteria Programs with Quadratic
Objective Functions
Suppose now that we have given c; c^ 2 IRm as well as Q; Q^ 2 IRmm positive definite.
Define c := kc   c^k2 and Q := kQ   Q^k . Again, let G be a compact convex set with
nonempty interior such that there is given a number R > 0 with kxk2  R for all x 2 G .
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We are interested in solving the two quadratic optimization problems
minimize h c; x i+ 1
2
hx;Qx i (3.38)
subject to x 2 G
and
minimize h c^; x i+ 1
2
hx; Q^x i (3.39)
subject to x 2 G
The two objective functions f(x) := h c; x i + (1=2)hx;Qx i and f^(x) := h c^; x i +
(1=2)hx; Q^x i are  -compatible with  = 0 for any self-concordant barrier. Let F be
such a self-concordant barrier for G with self-concordancy parameter # . We will make
use of the following simple observation.
Lemma 3.3.1 Let A;A 2 IRmm and b; x;x 2 IRm . Suppose that Ax = b as well
as (A+ A)(x+ x) = b holds. Moreover, let A as well as A+ A be regular. It then
follows that x =  (A+ A) 1Ax holds.
Proof: evident. 2
Using the same strategy and notation as in the last section, we see that we need an
estimate for t such that (F^t; x) < ^3 holds for all x 2 int(G) with (Ft; x) < 3 . By
definition, we have
((F^t; x))
2 =
D
rF^t(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1rF^t(x)
E
=
D
trf^(x) +rF (x); (r2F^t(x))
 1(trf^(x) +rF (x))
E
;
and due to trf^(x) +rF (x) = t(rf^(x) rf(x)) +rFt(x)) we arrive at
((F^t; x))
2
= t2
D
rf^(x) rf(x); (r2F^t(x))
 1(rf^(x) rf(x))
E
+2t
D
rf^(x) rf(x); (r2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
+
D
rFt(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
:
Since F^t is self-concordant, the eigenvalues of r2F^t(x) are bounded below by 1=4R2 .
The estimate
D
rf^(x) rf(x); (r2F^t(x))
 1(rf^(x) rf(x))
E
 4R2krf^(x) rf(x)k22 (3.40)
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immediately follows. Suppose that the sequence (x(i))i2IN (x(i) 2 G) is generated by
the standard primal path-following algorithm applied to (3.38) with the barrier F . Write
r2F^t(x) = tr2f^(x)+r2F (x) = t(r2f^(x) r2f(x))+r2Ft(x) and use Lemma 3.3.1
with A = r2Ft(x) , A = t(r2f^(x) r2f(x)) as well as b = rFt(x) . Together with
x(i)   x(i+1) = (r2Ft(x)) 1rFt(x) , this leads to
(r2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
= (I   t(r2F^t(x))
 1(r2f^(x) r2f(x)))(x(i)   x(i+1)) (3.41)
and therefore
D
rf^(x) rf(x); (r2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
 krf^(x) rf(x)k2kx
(i)   x(i+1)k2(1 + 4R
2tkr2f^(x) r2f(x)k)
 2Rkrf^(x) rf(x)k2(1 + 4R
2tkr2f^(x) r2f(x)k): (3.42)
Moreover, using (3.41) twice again leads to
D
rFt(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
= ((Ft; x))
2   t
D
rFt(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1(r2f^(x) r2f(x))(r2Ft(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
< 23 + tkx
(i)   x(i+1)k2k(r
2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)k2kr
2f^(x) r2f(x)k
 tkx(i)   x(i+1)k22kI   t(r
2F^t(x))
 1(r2f^(x) r2f(x))kkr2f^(x) r2f(x)k
+23
which results in
D
rFt(x); (r
2F^t(x))
 1rFt(x)
E
< 23 + 4R
2t(1 + 4R2tkr2f^(x) r2f(x)k)kr2f^(x) r2f(x)k: (3.43)
By noting krf^(x) rf(x)k2  c + QR , kr2f^(x) r2f(x)k = Q as well as (3.40),
(3.42), and (3.43), we arrive at
((F^t; x))
2 < 4R2(c + QR)
2t2 + 4Rt(c + QR)(1 + 4R
2Qt)
+23 + 4R
2Qt(1 + 4R
2Qt)
= 4R2(2c + 6RcQ + 9R
22Q)t
2 + 4R(2RQ + c)t+ 
2
3
= 4R2(c + 3RQ)
2t2 + 4R(c + 2RQ)t+ 
2
3:
Accordingly, (F^t; x) < ^3 holds as long as
4R2(c + 3RQ)
2t2 + 4R(c + 2RQ)t+ 
2
3 < ^
2
3:
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Solving for t yields
t <
c + 2RQ
2R(c + 3RQ)2

1 + ^23   
2
3
1=2
  1

: (3.44)
It is easy to see that (c + 2RQ)=(c + 3RQ)2  1=(c + (9=4)RQ) holds. Therefore,
t <

1 + ^23   
2
3
1=2
  1
2R(c + (9=2)RQ)
=: s
is sufficient for (F^t; x) < ^3 . Clearly, this estimate is a generalization of (3.33). In
virtually the same way as in the last section, we conclude that
1 +
"
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR  ln(c + (9=2)RQ) + )
#
(3.45)
iterations of the primal interior-point method applied to solve problem (3.38) can be made
before considering problem (3.39). Here,
K := maxfkc+Qx(0)kx(0);F ; kc^+ Q^x
(0)kx(0);Fg:
Likewise,
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
2 ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ 2 ln(1=") + lnK + lnR
+ ln

c +
9
2
RQ

+ 2 ln
 9
3   2

  

+ k + 1
Newton-steps are needed to solve both problems to "-optimality. Note that with  :=
maxfc; Qg we have that
lnR + ln(c + (9=2)RQ) = O (ln  + lnR) ;
so, from the point of view of complexity theory, the situation is not worse than in the linear
case. On the other hand, it has to be noted that the computation of the quantity (F^t; x)
needs as many operations as a Newton step for the function F^t . This is in stark contrast
to the linear case, where r2xF^t(x) = r2xFt(x) holds and it is therefore possible to reuse
the factorization of the corresponding matrices. As such, as long as we do not want to fall
back on heuristics to estimate the number of steps we are allowed to recycle, we have that
at the present moment only the estimate (3.44) is available for saving unnecessary work
during the course of solving two quadratic programs at once. For some heuristics useful
in a primal-dual framework, see [49].
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3.4 Solving Two Single-Criteria Programs with General
Objective Functions
It is easy to see that the ideas from the last section carry over to general case of two
smooth convex objective functions f; f^ 2 C3(G) . Indeed, if uniform bounds 1; 2 of the
form krf^(x) rf(x)k2  1 , kr2f^(x) r2f(x)k  2 for all x 2 G are known, the
estimates (3.40), (3.42), and (3.43) immediately lead to
((F^t; x))
2  4R221t
2 + 4R1t(1 + 4R
22t) + 
2
3 + 4R
22t(1 + 4R
22t)
= 4R2(1 + 2R2)
2t2 + 4R(1 +R2)t+ 
2
3
and an analysis similar to the one in the last two sections will lead to similar results, pro-
vided that the parameter needed in defining  -compatibility is used in the interior-point
method in the standard way (cmp. (3.15) and [67, Chapter 3]). This case, however, is of
minor interest when discussing the use of interior-point methods for multicriteria prob-
lems, since the results in Chapter 2 have shown that parameterized linear or parameterized
quadratic problems are sufficient for approximating the set of efficient points.
3.5 Solving Many Convex Programs ”Simultaneously”
Suppose now that two cost vectors c1; c2 2 IRm are given and that we want to solve ”all”
the problems with set of feasible points G and with cost vectors c() := c1 + (1  )c2
( 2]0; 1[). More precisely, we are in search for an approximation of the set
[
2]0;1[
arg minfh c(); x i j x 2 Gg (3.46)
by a discrete set of points. This is exactly the situation in standard bicriteria optimization
in with as a cone K the dual of the conic hull of the vectors c1 and c2 is used.
In a standard approach, our task amounts to discretizing the parameter interval [ 0; 1]
by a (prespecified) number of parameters i such that kc(i)   c(i+1)k2   holds
with a prespecified accuracy measure  2]0; 1[ . Under the assumption kc1k2; kc2k2  1
(made without loss of generality) we might use any discretization i of [0; 1] for which
ji   i+1j  =2 holds. With this, we basically have to solve 2= different standard
optimization problems with the same set of feasible points G . To solve these optimization
problems numerically, an accuracy " > 0 , used in a stopping criterion for the numerical
algorithm used for the standard optimization problems, should also be given.
In what follows, a numerical scheme is described that uses the ideas from the last sec-
tion to approximate the set (3.46). First, a short run-down of the general idea is presented,
before the actual algorithm is described and its complexity is analyzed.
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3.5.1 The General Idea
Using the results from the first section of this chapter, we start by defining 0 := 1=2 and
0 := 1=2 . In this way, instead of solving two problems ”simultaneously”, we execute
Newton iterations for all problems with cost vectors c() for which j  0j  0 holds
(i. e. all problems we have to consider) up to the time when we have to ”branch”. (Not
counting the ubiquitous Stage 1, this takes
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR + ln 2 + )
Newton iterations, where
K := maxfkc()kx(0);F j  2 [0; 1]g  2R:)
After that, a ”branch” is needed to proceed. Define 1 :== 0=2 = 1=4 , (1)1 := 1=4 ,
and (2)1 := 3=4 . Now, the two problems corresponding to the parameter values 
(1)
1 ; 
(2)
1
are considered. In order to reach the neighborhoods of their central paths, at most 2k
corrector steps, where k is given as in (3.31), are needed. After these corrector steps,
Newton iterations are executed for all problems with parameters  for which j (1)1 j 
1 holds until we have to branch and after that, Newton iterations are executed for all
problems with parameters  for which j (2)1 j  1 until branching is needed. (Again,
this means that all possible problems are considered. Moreover, by the estimate (3.35) on
the number of steps saved, it is clear that
3 +
p
#
3   03
ln 2
Newton-steps are made in each branch before the process stops and we have to branch
again.)
Then, define 2 := 1=8 , (1)2 = 1=8 , 
(2)
2 = 3=8 , 
(3)
2 = 5=8 , 
(4)
2 = 7=8 , make 4k
corrector steps, and repeat the scheme.
This scheme of branching and refining will be used until we arrive at a stage N with
N = 1=2N+1   . Then, 1=N  1= different problems are considered and we can
now solve them to "-optimality in the standard way. The different parameters i , i =
1; : : : ; 2N+1 , considered after the final branching step define a  -covering of the unit
interval [0; 1] , i. e. i 2 [0; 1] for all i and for each  2 [0; 1] there exists an i with
j   ij <  . (In fact, if equality is allowed in the last inequality, the points i (i =
1; : : : ; 2N+1 ) define a N -covering.)
3.5.2 The Algorithm
The scheme presented in the last section can be described more formally by the following
algorithm. Each problem is identified with its parameter  2 [0; 1] , and the central path of
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each of these problems is followed by the standard path-following method. With respect
to bookkeeping, for each problem only one vector of variables x 2 G and one barrier
parameter t > 0 is needed. In what follows, the abbreviations
c() := c1 + (1  )c2;
f(x) := h c(); x i;
F t (x) := tf(x) + F (x)
will be used.
Algorithm 3.5.1 (Approximating the Efficient Set of a Bicriteria Program)
1. Choose (1; 01; 2; 3; 03) 2 IR5 feasible for the system (3.8)–(3.12).
Choose ^3 2 IR such that 3 < ^3 holds and such that (1; 01; 2; ^3; 03) is
feasible for (3.8)–(3.12), too.
2. Choose a discretization size 0 <  < 1 .
3. Compute a point x 2 int(G) such that (3.13) holds, i. e. (F; x) < 2 . (This is
Stage I and can be done along the lines of [67, Section 3.2.3].)
4. (Initialization of the barrier parameter, compare (3.27) and Lemma 3.1.1.)
t :=
3   (F; x)
maxfkc()kx;F j  2 [0; 1]g
5. (0) := 1=2 ,  := 1=2 , S(0) := fg , j := 0 , x := x , t := t
6. WHILE (j) >  DO
(a) FORALL  2 S(j) DO
i. WHILE (F t ; x)  3 DO
(corrector steps for F t )
x := x  

r2xF

t(x)
 1
rxF

t(x)
ii. WHILE (F +(j)t ; x) < ^3 AND (F
 (j)
t ; x) < ^3 AND NOT stop-
ping criterion for problem with parameter  fulfilled DO
(Path following for the problem with parameter  until branching is nec-
essary.)
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A. xold := x , told := t
B. (Newton step)
x := x  

r2xF

t(x)
 1
rxF

t(x)
C. (Update barrier parameter.)
t := t exp
 
3   03
3 +
p
#
!
iii. x := xold , t := told
(b) (Now x represents the point along the central path for the problem with
parameter  as far away from the analytic center x as possible.)
j := j + 1 , (j) := (j   1)=2
(c) FORALL  2 S(j) DO (branch)
x (j) := x , x+(j) := x , t (j) := t , t+(j) := t
(d) (refinement) S(j) := f+ (j);   (j) j  2 S(j   1)g
7. (Solve all problems in S(j) to a specified accuracy.)
FORALL  2 S(j) DO
(a) (Corrector steps for the last refinement.) WHILE (F t ; x)  3 DO
x := x  

r2xF

t(x)
 1
rxF

t(x)
(b) WHILE NOT stopping criterion for problem with parameter  fulfilled DO
i. (Newton step)
x := x  

r2xF

t(x)
 1
rxF

t(x)
ii. (Update barrier parameter.)
t := t exp
 
3   03
3 +
p
#
!
The discrete sets S(j)  [0; 1] represent the set of parameters which are considered
as problem parameters in the path-following scheme. Note that, due to step 6 (b) and (d),
we have S(j   1) \ S(j) = ; .
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3.5.3 Analysis
As usual, define
K := maxfkc()kx(0);F j  2 [0; 1]g;
where x(0) 2 int(G) is the starting point computed in Step 3 of Algorithm 3.5.1. (Proper
scaling of c1 and c2 ensures K  9R .) At the j th step of the WHILE-loop of Step 6
of the algorithm (j = 0; 1; : : :), the set S(j) is a (j)-covering of the parameter set
[0; 1] , and we have (j) = 1=2j+1 as well as jS(j)j = 2j Moreover, for j > 0 we have
jS(j)j = 1=(j  1) . The number of times the WHILE-loop of Step 6 is executed is given
by
N :=
&
ln(1=)
ln 2
'
  1:
The total number of all elements in all sets S(j) considered, i. e. the number of branches
made is PN 1j=0 jS(j)j =
PN 1
j=0 2
j = 2N 1 < 1= 1 . As a consequence, the total number
of corrector steps in Step 6 (a) (i) is at most k(1=   1) , where k is the constant given
by (3.31). An additional number of at most kS(N)  k= corrector steps is executed
in Step 7 (a). Therefore, the total number of corrector steps executed by the algorithm is
bounded above by 2k=   k .
Assume now in what follows that with respect to the amount of work done the worst
case occurs, i. e. the stopping criterion of the WHILE-loop of Step 6 (a) ii is fulfilled as
soon as possible. Then, the smallest possible number of Newton steps has been executed
since the last branch. According to the analysis in Section 3.2 (see especially (3.35)),
there will be
I := 2 +
"
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR + ln 2 + )
#
Newton steps made before the first branch occurs. Now let j 2 f1; : : : ; N   1g . Since
(j) was replaced by (j   1)=2 in previous exectution of the WHILE-loop of Step 6, it
is clear by the estimate (3.35) on the number of steps saved that at most
1 +
&
3 +
p
#
3   03
ln 2
'
Newton-steps are executed for each problem considered before branching occurs again.
(With the asymptotically optimal (for large #) values for 3 and 03 given on p. 34, the
bracketed number is approximatively 4:922(0:229 +
p
#)  6:050 .) This number has to
be multiplied with the number of problems considered during this run through the WHILE-
loop of Step 6 of Algorithm 3.5.1, which is 2j . Using the same estimate as above, the
total number of Newton steps made in the WHILE-loop of Step 6 after the first branch is
bounded above by
1

  1
 &
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
'
+ 1
!
:
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Therefore, the total number of Newton steps executed in Step 6 and 7 (a) is at most
I +
1

  1
 &
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
'
+ 1
!
+
2k

  k
 3 +
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR + ln 2 + )
+
1

  1
 
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
+ 2
!
+
2k

  k
 1  k +
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
ln 2

+ lnK   lnR + 
!
+
2k + 2

: (3.47)
But after the execution of Step 7 (a) we have for each of the S(N) = 2N < 1= different
single-criterion problems considered found a point close to its central path as if we had
made at least
I   1 +N
$
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
%
 I   1 +
 
ln(1=)
ln 2
  1
! 
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
  1
!
 1 +
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR + ln 2 + ) +
 
ln(1=)
ln 2
  1
! 
ln 2
3 +
p
#
3   03
  1
!
= 2 +
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK   lnR +  + ln(1=)) 
ln(1=)
ln 2
Newton steps in Stage 2 of the standard primal path-following algorithm. Now suppose
that an accuracy measure " > 0 is specified for all problems considered. By assuming
  "
(3   2)e
9R(2#+ (03)=2)
and using the estimate above as well as (3.23), we see that we need at most
ln(1=)
ln 2
(3.48)
+
3 +
p
#
3   03
 
ln
 
2#+
(03)
2
!
+ ln(1=") + ln
 9
3   2

+ lnR   + ln 
!
further Newton steps for each of the problems considered to solve it to "-optimality,
which is exactly what is done in Step 7 (b) of Algorithm 3.5.1. The lower bound on  was
introduced for the same reasons as in Section 3.2: it is convenient to assume that none of
the problems considered is already solved to "-accuracy in Step 6 of our algorithm. If this
assumption is not satisfied, the algorithm will be even faster. Multiplying (3.48) by 1=
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and adding the result to the actual number of Newton steps already made (see (3.47)), we
see that we need in total at most
1

3 +
p
#
3   03
(ln#+ln(1=)+lnR+ln +C1)+
2k

+
ln(1=)
 ln 2
+
3 +
p
#
3   03
(lnK lnR+C2)
(C1; C2 suitable constants depending only on 1; 01; 2; 3; 03; ^3 ) Newton iterations to
solve all problems considered to "-optimality. Note that, due to #  1 , (3.8), and (3.10),
(3 +
p
#)=(3   03) > 1= ln 2 holds. Moreover, if the asymptotically optimal (for
large #) values for the -parameters are used, the (ln )= -term from above has approx-
imatively the form
(7:102(
p
#+ 0:229)  1:442)
ln 

and is therefore negative as long as  < 1 . As a consequence, we can drop the term
ln(1=)= ln 2 in the estimate above completely by re-adjusting the constant C1 .
We summarize our findings in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.5.2 (Complexity Estimate) Let G  IRm be convex and compact with non-
empty interior and let F be a self-concordant barrier for G with self-concordancy pa-
rameter # . Moreover, let kxk2  R hold for all x 2 G and a number R > 0 . Let
c1; c2 2 IR
m with c 6= 0 6= c2 and let there be given an accuracy measure " > 0 .
With x(0) computed in Step 3 of Algorithm 3.5.1, define
K := maxfkc1 + (1  )c2k

x(0);F j  2 [0; 1]g;
and with the -parameters chosen as in Step 1 suppose that
  "
(^23   
2
3 + 1)
1=2   1
18R(2#+ (03)=2)
as well as 0 < "K < 1 holds. Then, the total number of Newton-steps in Steps 6–
7 of Algorithm 3.2.1 needed to compute a  -covering (i)i of [0; 1] , i 2 [0; 1] , and
points xi , each of them an "-solution to the problem
minimize hic1 + (1  i)c2; x i
subject to x 2 G;
is
O(1)
 p
#

(ln#+ ln(1=") + lnR + ln ) +
p
#(lnK   lnR)
!
;
where the O -constant depends on 1; 01; 2; 3; 03; ^3 .
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In contrast to this, the standard approach consists of solving each problem by starting
from the same starting point (the approximation to the analytic center) without reusing
any information. This strategy needs
O(1)
1

p
#(ln#+ ln(1=) + lnK)
Newton steps. Clearly, for  small enough, the proposed method has a higher efficiency.
Note that in each step of the algorithm, each of the points x is an ~"-solution to the
problem parameterized by  , where ~" > 0 is an accuracy measure implicitly defined by
the number of Newton steps already made. More precisely, if i is the number of Newton
steps made, then ~" = O(#= exp(i=
p
#)) is the accuracy achieved.
We have chosen here a branching into two different branches. Due to this, the  -
covering of the parameter set [0; 1] is refined in each step to a =2-covering, multiplying
the number of parameters to be considered by a factor of 2 . Clearly, other branching
schemes can also be used, in which a  -covering is refined to a =`-covering, ` > 2 .
3.6 More than Two Criteria
Consider the case in which n > 2 criteria are given, i. e. a cone K  IRn is specified
together with a base B  K+ of K+ . It is rather easy to adapt the algorithm described in
Section 3.5.2 to this general case. However, we need to discretize the n  1-dimensional
set B  IRn , which is computationally a nontrivial task. Moreover, it has already been
mentioned in the introduction that we will not get rid of the factor O(1=n 1) in the
computational complexity of any algorithm considered. Therefore, instead of pursuing
further theoretical run-time estimates, some strategies about proper implementation tech-
niques for the scheme presented are in order. The main question that we have to answer
is: how do we discretize the base B ?
3.6.1 Voronoi-Tesselations
Let  denote the coordinates of a parameterization of B . Usually,  2 IRn 1 . For
example, if K = IRn+ , the set cl(B) can be parameterized in barycentric coordinates by
the convex hull of the origin and the n  1 Euclidean unit vectors in IRn 1 . (And then, B
is parameterized by the relative interior of this hull.) Let !() 2 B be the element of B
parameterized by  and define
f(x) := h!(); x i;
F t (x) := tf(x) + F (x):
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We can start with one parameter  and define (0) := sup!2B k! !()k2 . Again, the set
S = S(j) denotes the set of parameters  which are considered as problem parameters in
the path-following scheme. This set induces a Voronoi-tesselation (V)2S of B . Since
the variable x 2 G ( 2 S ) is supposed to represent the solution to all problems in
the Voronoi cell V , the stopping criterion of the WHILE-loop in Step 6 (a) ii has to be
adapted to
6 (a) ii. WHILE (F t ; x) < ^3 for all  2 V AND NOT stopping criterion for
problem with parameter  fulfilled DO
Moreover, the set S has to be refined in Step 6 (d) according to some strategy, i. e.
points have to be added or at least one point has to be replaced by two or more points.
If a standard Cartesian grid is used, we arrive at similar complexity estimates as their
counterparts which have been derived in Section 3.5.3.
However, this algorithmic concept is rather problematic, since it is in no way clear how
the abovementioned stopping criterion can be implemented in an efficient way, given that
we have to compute (or rather update) Voronoi-tesselations in IRn 1 . Therefore, different
strategies, not necessarily based on Voronoi diagrams might be in order.
3.6.2 Decomposition-based Strategies
A more feasible strategy is to decouple the point !() from the subset of the parameter
set which it represents. To this end, let the set S = S(j) consist of pairs (!(); S) with
!() 2 S  B such that the finite family (S) defines a decomposition of B . Clearly,
Voronoi tesselations are a special case, but the additional degrees of freedom imposed by
the possibility of choosing !() 2 S arbitrarily as well as choosing the geometry of the
decomposition has some distinct advantages. For example, we might choose an arbitrary
refinement of the sets S when replacing S(j) by S(j + 1) . The most simple example
in the standard case K = IRn+ would be to start with S(0) = f((1=n)e;B)g and to use
simplicial refinements only. Techniques for refining simplicial decompositions are well
developed, see, e. g. [52, 51, 94]. Whenever a set S which is part of a decomposition
of B is polyhedral, Step 6 (a) ii can be replaced by
6 (a) ii. WHILE (F t ; x) < ^3 for all vertices  of S AND NOT stopping
criterion for problem with parameter  fulfilled DO ,
a formulation which has obvious advantages for simplices S .
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3.6.3 Adaptive Grids
The strategies discussed in Section 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 both have their merits when we try to
discretize the base B up to a certain discretization size. (Which can be measured, e. g.
by maxS diam(S) , the maximal diameter of the sets considered.) However, we have to
keep in mind that the ultimate goal is not a discretization of B , but of E(M;K) . The
only interconnection between B and E(M;K) is the function ' : B  ! Ep(M;K) ,
for which the results from Theorem 2.2.6 and 2.2.8 hold. Therefore, an estimate of the
quality of a discrete approximation of E(M;K) should not be based on the quality of a
discretization of B (which is a trivial problem). Instead, a bad discretization of Ep(M;K)
should be refined locally wherever the quality is worst, thereby inducing a further refine-
ment of the given discretization of B .
One possibility to achieve this is to note that usually E(M;K)  bd(M) holds [45,
Satz 2.9], i. e. the set of efficient points has at most the same dimension as B , and that
therefore a simplicial decomposition of E(M;K) is in order. For example, let (S^i)i be
a triangulation of a surface in IRn such that all vertices '(!j) of this triangulation lie in
E(M;K) . Moreover, let there be given a topologically equivalent triangulation of the
preimages !j in B . This triangulation in B induces a one-to-one relation between the
set of n   1-dimensional simplices (S^i)i and a corresponding set of n   1-dimensional
simplices (Si)i in B . With this, one example of the refinement step is
6. (d) Let S^i be the n   1-dimensional simplex with largest volume and Si the
corresponding simplex in B . Divide Si into subsimplices S(j)i (j = 1; : : : ; k ).
Denote by !(`) (` = 1; : : : ; L) the new vertices. Replace Si by the S(j)i , add the
!(`) to the set of !j and keep track of the refined triangulation.
Denoting by voln 1 the n   1-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a set, we see that
maxivoln 1(S^i) is a global accuracy measure for the approximation to E(M;K) just
constructed, and this measure is monotonically decreasing as the algorithm proceeds.
A simplicial approximation of E(M;K) has advantages with respect to a visualiza-
tion of the approximation. Two possibilities are immediately at hand. First, each discrete
point computed lying in E(M;K) can be represented by a point in the plane. These pla-
nar points can then be connected according to the edge structure of the decomposition.
The second method computes the dual representation of the graph computed by the first
method. There, every simplex of the approximation of E(M;K) is represented by a point
in the plane, and these points are then connected according to the neighborhood structure
of the simplices. Both graph representations are minimal in the sense that each vertex
of the computed graph is connected to exactly n other vertices, and both representations
map a neighborhood structure in the set E(M;K) onto edges of a graph.
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Chapter 4
Generalized Convex Goal Programming
4.1 Introduction
Recall from the discussion in Section 2.2.3.3 that typical scalarization techniques for mul-
ticriteria optimization problems lead to standard single-criterion optimization problems in
which a norm has to be minimized over some set. But these problems occur also quite
naturally in a large number of different applications (let us mention here just least-squares
problems [8] and facility location [20] for the finite-dimensional case and almost arbitrary
problems from approximation theory as well as control theory for the infinite-dimensional
case). It is therefore important to gain as much insight into their structure as possible,
while keeping the theoretical framework as general as possible. This is the purpose of
this chapter.
4.1.1 Goal Programming
Goal Programming is a special scalarization technique in which certain norms or gauges
 : IRn  ! IR are employed as functions monotone on K . Here, monotonicity is un-
derstood in the sense of Definition 2.2.1 with S := K . Consequently, Theorem 2.2.3
can be used to deduce that a minimum of  over a set M  K is efficient. Moreover,
scalarization techniques leading to a special class of gauges are able to characterize all
efficient points as solutions to corresponding goal programs, even if the feasible set is not
convex [56]. It is due to this that the study of the corresponding mathematical programs is
important for multicriteria optimization. Note, however, that in applications the notion of
Goal Programming is often reduced to the computation of just one efficient point, in con-
trast to the strategy outlined in the last chapter. Goal programs occur also in linearizations
of nonconvex multicriteria problems, see Chapter 5 and especially Section 5.6.
The origins of Goal Programming date back to the work of Charnes, Cooper and
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Ferguson [15], where an `1 -estimation regression model was proposed to estimate ex-
ecutive compensation. Since then, and thanks to its versatility and ease of use, it has
become the by far most popular technique for tackling (linear) multiple-objective prob-
lems, as evidenced by the bulk of literature on theory and applications of the field. See,
e. g., [79, 84, 90, 89] and the categorized bibliography of applications therein.
By a Non-Preemptive Goal Programming problem one usually means some particular
instance of the following model: a polyhedron P  IRm is given as the set of decisions;
there exist N criteria matrices, C1; : : : ; CN , with Cj in IRmnj ; each decision x 2 P is
valued according to criterion Cj by the vector C>j x , to be compared with a given target
set Tj  IR
nj
. With this, the deviation dj(x) of decision x with respect to the target
set Tj is defined as
dj(x) = inf
zj2Tj
j(C
>
j x  zj)
for some given norm j , while the overall deviation at x is measured by
(d1(x); : : : ; dN(x));
where  is a norm in IRN assumed to be (IRN+ ; IR+)-monotone on IRN+ , see [6, 57]. Then,
the solution(s) minimizing the overall deviation are sought. In other words, one solves
the convex program
inf
x2P
(d1(x); : : : ; dN(x)): (4.1)
As pointed out e. g. in [19, 78, 79], Non-Preemptive Goal Programming and related
models can be rephrased as minimum-distance problems. This follows from the previous
formulation, since (4.1) is equivalent to
minimize (1(C>1 x  z1); : : : ; N(C>Nx  zN))
subject to x 2 P;
zj 2 Tj (j = 1; : : : ; N):
(4.2)
Denoting by e the norm in IRn1  : : : IRnN defined as
e(u1; : : : ; uN) = (1(u1); : : : ; N(uN));
problem (4.2) can be written as the minimum e -norm problem
minimize e(u1; : : : ; uN)
subject to uj = C>j x  zj (j = 1; : : : ; N)
(x; z) 2 P 
QN
j=1 Tj
(4.3)
In many applications, each criterion Cj is assumed to be a vector cj 2 IRm , so it
values x through the scalar h cj; x i; each target set Tj is then a subset of IR of one the
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forms
Tj = [tj;+1[; (4.4)
Tj = ] 1; tj]; (4.5)
Tj = ftjg; (4.6)
or, in Goal Range Programming [47], of the form
Tj = [tj; tj]: (4.7)
This corresponds to a goal constraint of type h cj; x i  tj , h cj; x i  tj , h cj; x i =
tj , or tj  h cj; x i  tj , respectively. In other words, one desires to have h cj; x i
above tj , below tj , exactly at tj , or between tj and tj , respectively.
Whereas the choice of the aggregating norm  is crucial, (although, in applications,
mostly reduced to the cases k  k1 or k  k1 ) the choice of the norms j to measure
deviations in the case nj = 1 8 j is irrelevant, and we can consider each j to be equal
to the absolute value function. Then, the deviations take on the more familiar form
dj(x) =
8
>>>>><
>>>>>:
max ftj   h cj; x i; 0g if Tj = [tj;+1[;
max fh cj; x i   tj; 0g if Tj =] 1; tj];
jh cj; x i   tjj if Tj = ftjg;
max
n
tj   h cj; x i; 0
o
+ max fh cj; x i   tj; 0g if Tj = [tj; tj]:
From these expressions, it should become clear that target sets of type (4.7), (thus also of
type (4.6)) are used only for modeling convenience, since they can be derived from sets of
types (4.4) and (4.5): splitting criterion j into criteria j1; j2 , and defining T 1j = [tj;+1[
and T 2j = ] 1; tj] , the deviation dj(x) is simply the sum of the deviations with respect
to T 1j and T 2j .
4.1.2 Examples
Applications of Goal Programming abound in the literature; see e. g. the list of 351 appli-
cations papers cited in [79]. However, the range of applicability of (4.1) is by no means
reduced to what is usually classified as Goal Programming: a vast series of important
models in different fields of Optimization can also be seen as particular instances of (4.1),
mainly from the perspective of minimum-distance problems. Some of them are briefly
discussed below.
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4.1.2.1 Overdetermined systems of (in)equalities
If a system of linear equalities and inequalities
h a1; x i  b1
h a2; x i  b2
.
.
. 
.
.
.
h ap; x i  bp
h ap+1; x i = bp+1
.
.
. =
.
.
.
h ap+q; x i = bp+q
(4.8)
is infeasible, one can look for a so-called least infeasible solution, i. e. a point x solving
min
x
(max(0; b1   h a1; x i); : : : ;max(0; bp   h ap; x i);
jbp+1   h ap+1; x ij; : : : ; jbp+q   h ap+q; x ij)
for some norm  assumed to be (IRp+q+ ; IR+)-monotone on IRp+q+ . This is simply a Goal
Programming problem in which the vectors ai (i = 1; : : : ; p + q ) play the role of the
criteria and the components bi (i = 1; : : : ; p + q ) of the right hand side vector represent
the targets, see Example 4.3.4 in Section 4.3.
When only equalities appear in (4.8), one obtains the problem of solving an overdeter-
mined system of linear equations, classical in Approximation Theory [69, 86], or, equiv-
alently, the Linear Regression problem [85]. Usually,  is assumed to be an k  kp -norm,
mainly p = 2 (yielding the well-known Least Squares problem [8]), p = 1 , or p = 1 ,
see [2].
4.1.2.2 Multifacility location
In Continuous Location [64, 72], distances are usually measured by gauges. For simplic-
ity, we will consider throughout this chapter only gauges  of the form
(x) = infft  0 : x 2 tBg (4.9)
for some nonempty convex compact B  IRN (its unit ball) containing the origin in
its interior. In applications, this additional assumption is usually fulfilled, see, e. g. [23,
64]. Observe that norms correspond to symmetric gauges. Moreover, since the origin is
assumed to be an interior point, the gauge takes always finite values. See e. g. [40] for the
case of gauges with values on IR+ [ f+1g .
Let F be a nonempty finite set and let ; 6= E  F  F . Then (F;E) is a directed
graph. Following e. g. [31, 61], F represents the set of facilities (some of which may have
fixed locations in IRN ), whereas E represents the interactions between these facilities.
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For each edge e := (f; g) 2 E , let e be a given gauge in IRN , which measures the
cost of the interaction between facility f and facility g . Let  be a gauge in IRE which
is (IRE+; IR+)-monotone in IRE+ .
For a nonempty closed convex set G  (IRN)F , consider the optimization problem
inf
(xf )f2F2G
(((f;g)(xf   xg))(f;g)2E): (4.10)
The most popular instance of (4.10) is the continuous minisum multifacility location
problem, see [72, 95, 96] and the references therein. There, the node set F is partitioned
into two sets A and V , representing respectively the fixed and the free locations, and
a family (af )f2A 2 (IRN)A of fixed locations is given. The feasible region G is then
defined by
G =
n
x = (xf )f2F 2 (IR
N)F j xf = af for all f 2 A
o
; (4.11)
while the gauge  is taken as the k  k1 -norm, so that one minimizes the sum of all
interactions between the facilities,
inf
xf=af
8f2A
X
(f;g)2E
(f;g)(xf   xg): (4.12)
Let J(F;E) be the incidence matrix of the graph (F;E) , i. e. J(F;E) 2 IREF is the
matrix in which the row e := (f; g) 2 E has zeroes in all its positions except in the
position f , where the entry is 1 , and in position g , where the entry is  1 . Moreover,
define the matrix C by C := J(F;E) 
 IN , the Kronecker product of J(F;E) with the unit
matrix IN 2 IRNN . Let  be the gauge in (IRN)E defined by
 : u := (ue)e2E 7 ! (u) := k(e(ue))e2Ek1
=
X
e2E
e(ue):
Then, problem (4.12) can be written as
minimize (Cx) = (((Cx)e)e2E)
subject to x 2 G  (IRN)F ; (4.13)
which is a particular instance of (4.1).
A similar representation can be obtained for the continuous minimax multifacility lo-
cation problem [54], in which expression (4.13) holds for  defined by
 : u := (ue)e2E 7 ! (u) := k(e(ue)e2E)k1
= max
e2E
e(ue)
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General monotone gauges  have been suggested by Durier [22, 23]. In the latter
paper, he introduced problems with fixed costs, which can also be accommodated within
this framework. Indeed, for
inf
(xf )f2F2G


(!(f;g) + (f;g)(xf   xg))(f;g)2E

with a given vector (!e)e2E 2 IRE with non-negative components, one may write
inf
(xf )f2F2G


(^(f;g)(!(f;g); xf   xg))(f;g)2E

;
where each ^e is a gauge in IR IRN defined by
^e(!; z) = j!j+ e(z):
With this, again an expression of type (4.13) is obtained.
Our aim is to study a generalized version of Problem (4.1) under some mild assump-
tions on the feasible set G , namely, G will be assumed to be an asymptotically conical
set. To do this, we have structured the rest of this chapter as follows: In Section 4.2 the
concept of asymptotically conical sets is introduced, and some elementary properties are
discussed. Then, in Section 4.3, the problem under study is formally defined and its dual
is derived. In Section 4.4, the existence of primal and dual optimal solutions is studied in
detail, giving, in particular, sufficient conditions for the attainment of the optimal value.
Then, an Interior-Point method is described in Section 4.5, yielding a unified methodology
for solving problems which, until now, were solved by different (some not polynomial)
techniques.
4.2 Asymptotically Conical Sets and their Properties
Definition 4.2.1 (Asymptotically Conical Sets) A nonempty set S  IRm is said to be
asymptotically conical if it admits a representation of the form
S = M + E; (4.14)
for some compact convex set M and some closed convex cone E . In such a case, the pair
(M;E) is an asymptotically conical representation (a. c. r.) of S .
The optimization problem addressed in this chapter will have an asymptotically coni-
cal set as its set of feasible points, see Section 4.3. Here, we take a quick look at the basic
properties of such class of sets.
Denote by G1 the recession cone of G ,
G1 = fy 2 IR
m : G+ y  Gg ;
see Theorem 8.1 in [77]. We now have the following properties.
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Lemma 4.2.1 If (M;E) is an a. c. r. of G then
G1 = E: (4.15)
Lemma 4.2.2 Let the sets G1; G2  IRm be asymptotically conical and let (M1; E1) ,
(M2; E2) be the corresponding asymptotical conical representations. Then,
1. (M1 M2; E1  E2) is an a. c. r. of the asymptotically conical set G1 G2 .
2. (M1 +M2; E1 + E2) is an a. c. r. of the asymptotically conical set G1 +G2 .
Lemma 4.2.3 Let A be an affine transformation of the form A(x) = Ax + b with a
matrix A and a vector b . Then, (AM + b; AE) is an a. c. r. of A(G) .
Remark 4.2.4 Compact sets, polyhedra, affine spaces, and cones are asymptotically con-
ical. Although each of these classes is closed under intersections, this is not the case
of the whole class of asymptotically conical sets. Indeed, take e. g. the following two
asymptotically conical sets in IR3 :
S1 =
n
(x1; x2; x3)
> j x23  x
2
1 + x
2
2; x3  0
o
and S2 =
n
(x1; x2; x3)> j x1 = 1
o
, whereas, by Property 4.2.1, no a. c. r. for the hyper-
bola S1 \ S2 exists. Moreover, this example shows that the inverse image of an asymp-
totically conical set under an affine mapping is not necessarily asymptotically conical.
2
Finally, we have the following simple observation.
Lemma 4.2.5 Let (M;E) be an a. c. r. of G . Then, for any u 2 IRm ,
inf
x2G
hu; x i =
8
<
:
minx2Mhu; x i if u 2 E;
 1 else.
(4.16)
4.3 The Problem Addressed and its Dual
The problem addressed in this chapter has the form
inf g(x) := (Cx+ c) + h d; x i;
subject to x 2 G; (4.17)
where  is a gauge in the IRn , C is a matrix in IRnm , c 2 IRn and d 2 IRm are vectors,
and G = M + E  IRm is a nonempty asymptotically conical set with asymptotical
conical representation (M;E) .
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Observe that, in particular, problem (4.17) contains as instances all the examples dis-
cussed in Section 4.1.2 and most of the scalarizations discussed in Chapter 2 (see espe-
cially Section 2.2.3.3). Moreover, the case G = IRm has been addressed in [59], whereas
the case d = 0 leads to the so-called gauge- or homogeneous program, addressed, among
others in [40, 25, 44, 48].
In these references, duals are derived and Slater-type assumptions are made to link
primal and dual optimality. We show below and illustrate by examples how the knowledge
of an a. c. r. can be successfully used to address duality questions and to design efficient
algorithms as well.
A dual for (4.17) can easily be derived using minimax theorems as basic tool. Indeed,
one has
inf
x2G
(Cx+ c) + h d; x i = inf
x2G
sup
(u)1
(hu;Cx+ c i+ h d; x i) (4.18)
= sup
(u)1

hu; c i+ inf
x2G
hC>u+ d; x i

(4.19)
= sup
(u)1;
C>u+d2E

hu; c i+ min
x2M
hC>u+ d; x i

; (4.20)
where (4.18) follows from the representation of a gauge as the support of its polar unit
ball, see Theorem 14.5 of [77], and (4.19) follows from the Minimax Theorem stated as
Corollary 37.3.2 in [77] and the fact that ; the dual gauge of ; has compact level sets
(recall that we are assuming that gauges  has the origin in its interior, which guarantees
the compactness of its dual ball). Finally, (4.20) follows from Property 4.2.5.
Denoting by S the support of a set S  IRm ,
S(x) = sup fhx; y i j y 2 Sg ;
the chain of equalities above yields
inf (Cx+ c) + h d; x i = max hu; c i   M( C
>u  d)
subject to x 2M + E subject to C>u+ d 2 E
(u)  1
(4.21)
From this equivalence, we will call the optimization problem
maximize hu; c i   M( C>u  d)
subject to C>u+ d 2 E;
(u)  1
(4.22)
from the right-hand side of (4.21) the dual of problem (4.17) and we have already shown
that (4.17) and (4.22) have identical optimal value.
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Before exploring further the relations between (4.17) and (4.22) we now present some
particular instances of (4.17) whose corresponding dual (4.22) has a simple (explicit)
form.
Example 4.3.1 (Compact Feasible Sets) Let ~ be a gauge in IRm , let x0 2 IRm and let
M = fx 2 IRm j ~(x   x0)  rg for some constant r  0: Since, by definition of dual
gauges,
min
n
hC>u+ d; x i j ~(x  x0)  r
o
= hC>u+ d; x0 i   r~
( C>u  d);
we get the dual
maximize hu; c i+ hC>u+ d; x0 i   r~( C>u  d)
subject to C>u+ d 2 E;
(u)  1:
(4.23)
Example 4.3.2 (Unconstrained Problems) Setting G = IRm and M = f0g , we have
E = IRm and E = f0g . Hence, the dual (4.22) takes the form
maximize hu; c i
subject to C>u+ d = 0;
(u)  1:
This dual has been derived in [59] using the same idea but lengthier arguments, see their
Theorem 1, Remark 4 and Remark 5. 2
Example 4.3.3 (Distance between two Sets) Given asymptotically conical sets G1 
IRm and G2  IRm , with respective a. c. r. G1 = M1 + E1 and G2 = M2 + E2
and a gauge  in IRm , formula (4.21) provides an alternative expression for the distance
(G1; G2) between G1 and G2 . Indeed, since
(G1; G2) = inf f(x1   x2) j x1 2 G1; x2 2 G2g
= inf f(Cx) j x 2 Gg ;
for G := G1 G2 and C = (Im; Im) and Im the mm identity matrix, one gets
(G1; G2) = max
u2E1\( E

2 )\B


min
x12M1;x22M2
hu; x1   x2 i

= max
u2(E1\( E

2 )\B
)
min
x2M1 M2
hu; x i
where B is the unit ball of the gauge  . When G1 is an affine manifold, G1 = fp0g+E1
for some vector space E1  IRm , and G2 is a cone, thus having (f0g; G2) as a. c. r.
decomposition, we get
(G1; G2) = max fhu; p0 i j u 2 E

1 \ ( E

2) \B
g
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This expression yields a simple characterization for G1 \G2 6= ; . Indeed, for any  one
has that G1 \ G2 6= ; if and only if (G1; G2)  0 (see Corollary 4.4.10), thus (by a
slight abuse of notation)
G1 \G2 6= ; if and only if hu; p0 i  0 8u 2 E1 \ ( E2) \B
if and only if hu; p0 i  0 8u 2 E1 \ ( E2)
if and only if p0 2   (E1 \ ( E2))

2
The following result will be useful to rephrase the dual (4.22) if the gauge  in use is a
composite gauge:
Lemma 4.3.1 (Composite Gauges) Let 1; : : : ; k be gauges in IRn1 ; : : : ; IRnk , and let ~
be a gauge in IRk , monotone in IRk+ . The gauge  in IRn1      IRnk defined by
(u1; : : : ; uk) = ~(1(u1); : : : ; k(uk)) (4.24)
has as dual the gauge  with
(x1; : : : ; xk) = ~
(1(x1); : : : ; 

k(xk)):
Proof: Let x := (x1; : : : ; xk) 2 IRn1  : : :  IRnk . Since ~ is monotone in IRk+ , by
definition of a dual gauge one has
~(1(x1); : : : ; 

k(xk))
= max
8
<
:
kX
j=1
j

j (xj)






 2 IRk+; () = 1
9
=
;
= max
8
<
:
kX
j=1
jhuj; xj i






 2 IRk+; () = 1; j(uj) = 18j
9
=
;
= max
8
<
:
kX
j=1
hjuj; xj i






 2 IRk+; (11(u1); : : : ; kk(uk)) = 1
9
=
;
= max
8
<
:
kX
j=1
hjuj; xj i






 2 IRk+; (1(1u1); : : : ; k(kuk)) = 1
9
=
;
:
With the change of variables juj = !j (j = 1; : : : ; k ), we get (abusing the notation
again)
~(1(x1); : : : ; 

k(xk)) = max
8
<
:
kX
j=1
h!j; xj i






(1(!1); : : : ; k(!k)) = 1
9
=
;
= (~(1(x1); : : : ; k(xk)))
 :
2
This lemma yields a very simple dual for gauges of the form (4.24):
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Corollary 4.3.2 Let Ci 2 IRmin (i = 1; : : : ; k ) be matrices and define the matrix C
by C> :=

C>1 ; C
>
2 ; : : : ; C
>
k

. Let ci 2 IRmi (i = 1; : : : ; k ) be vectors and set c> :=
(c>1 ; : : : ; c
>
k ) . Moreover, let  be defined as in (4.24) and let G be asymptotically conical
with a. c. r. (M;E) . Then (4.22) admits the form
maximize
kX
j=1
huj; cj i+ min
x2M
*
x;
kX
j=1
C>j uj + d
+
subject to
kX
j=1
C>j uj + d 2 E
;
~(1(u1); : : : ; 

k(uk))  1
We illustrate the power of our strategy for deriving the dual by applying it to two
problems previously addressed in the literature, as discussed in the following examples.
Example 4.3.4 (Infeasible Flow Problems) We consider the flow problem of [63]. Let
(F;E) be a directed graph. (Here, the edge set E is not to be confused with the conic part
of an a. c. r. for a given convex subset of the IRm .) Associate with each arc e 2 E a lower
bound le and an upper bound ue on its capacity, le 2 [ 1;+1[ , ue 2]   1;+1] .
Associate with each node f 2 F its demand df 2 IR . Flows on (F;E) are vectors x in
IRE ; a flow x is called feasible if it satisfies both flow conservation,
X
f : (f;g)2E
x(f;g)  
X
f : (g;f)2E
x(g;f) = dg 8 g 2 F; (4.25)
and boundedness,
xe  le
xe  ue
8 e 2 E: (4.26)
When no feasible flow exists, McCormick proposed in [63] to consider (4.25)-(4.26)
as goal constraints and to solve the corresponding problem (4.1) for  equal to the
(weighted) k  k1 -, k  k1 -, and k  k2 -norm.
We first reformulate (4.26) as distance constraints following (4.2):
xe 2 [le;+1[
xe 2 ] 1; ue]
8e 2 E: (4.27)
Then, the problem can be written as
minimize 
0
B
@
0
@
X
f : (f;g)2E
x(f;g)  
X
f : (g;f)2E
x(g;f)   dg
1
A
g2F
; (xe   ue)e2E ;

xe   le

e2E
1
C
A
subject to ue 2] 1; ue] 8 e 2 E;
le 2 [le;+1[ 8 e 2 E;
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or
minimize 
0
B
@
0
@
X
f : (f;g)2E
x(f;g)  
X
f : (g;f)2E
x(g;f)   dg
1
A
g2F
; (xe   ue)e2E ;

xe   le

e2E
1
C
A
subject to

x; u; l

2 f((0)e2E; (ue)e2E; (le)e2E)g+

IRE  IRE   IR
E
+

: (4.28)
Associate dual variables  := (g)g2F , + := (+e )e2E , and   := ( e )e2E with the
three blocks of components in (4.28). Since, in the a. c. r. of (4.28), one has

IRE  IRE   IR
E
+

= f0gE  IRE   IR
E
+;
we obtain the dual
maximize
X
g2F
g( dg) + min
x=0;u=u;l=l
X
e2E
( +e )ue +
X
e2E
(  e )le
subject to +e  0 8e 2 E;
 e  0 8e 2 E;
+e + 
 
e = f   g 8 e = (f; g) 2 E;
(; +;  )  1;
i. e.
maximize  
X
g2F
gdg  
X
e2E
+e ue  
X
e2E
 e le
subject to +e  0 8 e 2 E;
 e  0 8 e 2 E;
+e + 
 
e = f   g; 8 e = (f; g) 2 E;
(; +;  )  1;
an expression which includes the particular cases derived in [63]. 2
As another application, we derive the dual of the quite general unconstrained multifa-
cility location problem (4.10) introduced in Section 4.1.2.2.
Example 4.3.5 (Facility Location) With the notation as used in (4.10), for G defined
in (4.11), one has that
G1 =
Y
f2F
Gf ;
where Gf = f0g  IRN if f 2 A and Gf = IRN if f =2 A . Then, one obtains the dual
maximize
X
f2A
*
af ;
X
h: (f;h)2E
u(f;h)  
X
h: (h;f)2E
u(h;f)
+
subject to X
g: (f;g)2E
u(f;g)  
X
g: (g;f)2E
u(g;f) = 0 8f =2 A;
((e (ue))e2E)  1;
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which covers most of the instances previously addressed in the literature, e. g. [39, 44].
2
Remark 4.3.3 The minimax argument of (4.19) can also be used re-derive (4.21) from
the basic theory of Fenchel conjugacy. Indeed, denoting by g the function
g(x) = (Cx+ c) + h d; x i;
and by G the indicator function of G ,
G(x) =
8
<
:
0 if x 2 G;
+1; else,
the conjugate of g + G is given by
(g + G)
 (p) = inf
0(u)1
(
 hu; c i+ sup
x2G
D
x; C>u+ p  d
E
)
: (4.29)
In particular, by inspecting  (g + G) at 0 , one obtains again the dual (4.22). 2
Example 4.3.6 (Positive Polynomials) In algebra, questions of the following type fre-
quently arise. Suppose that a subset S  Pn of the set Pn of univariate polynomials with
maximal degree n is given. The question is if at least one of the polynomials in S is
nonnegative on the whole IR . Now let En  Pn be the cone of nonnegative polynomials
with maximal degree n . A natural reformulation of the question is then the optimization
problem
minimize (p  q)
subject to p 2 S;
q 2 En;
where  is an arbitrary gauge on Pn . Let (M;R) be an a. c. r. of S and let p^ 2
int(M) . The space Pn is (n + 1)-dimensional, and we choose as a basis the mono-
mials 1; t; t2; : : : ; tn . Each polynomial p(t) = Pni=0 piti can then be identified with the
vector (p0; : : : ; pn)> 2 IRn+1 . We interpret all sets and variables in the problem above
as sets and vectors in the IRn+1 and use the standard scalar product on IRn+1 . The dual
problem can then be written as
minimize M^( u)  h p^; u i
subject to u 2 R \ ( En);
0(u)  1;
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where M^ =  p^+M and M^ is the gauge with unit ball M^ . Note that we can describe
the set En as the image of the cone of all positive semidefinite matrices in IR(n+1)(n+1)
under a simple linear operator  : IR(n+1)(n+1)  ! IRn+1 , see Nesterov [66]. Simi-
lar results hold if the domain of the polynomials considered is restricted to a (possibly
unbounded) interval [66]. While the primal problem can be used to construct a certifi-
cate that at least one of the polynomials in S has a strictly negative function value (by
constructing such a polynomial and the corresponding function value, i. e. by solving the
primal problem), the dual problem can be used to construct a certificate that no poly-
nomial in S has nonpositive function values (by constructing a strictly positive lower
bound for all function values of all polynomials in S , i. e. by solving the dual prob-
lem). Polynomial-time algorithms for the primal and the dual problem are discussed in
Section 4.5. 2
4.4 Existence of Primal and Dual Solutions
In this section we study the finiteness and the attainment of the optimal value of the
problems (4.17) and (4.22).
Theorem 4.4.1 (Finite Optimal Values) Let B be the polar of the unit ball B of  .
The following statements are equivalent.
1. (4.17) (and (4.22)) have finite optimal value.
2. For all y 2 G1 one has (Cy) + h d; y i  0 .
3. d 2 (G1)   C>B .
Proof: Denote by g1 the recession function of g and let y 2 IRm . For arbitrary x 2 IRm
we have that
g1(y) = sup
>0
g(x+ y)  g(x)

= lim
!+1
g(x+ y)  g(x)

= lim
!+1
(C(x+ y) + c) + h d; x+ y i   (Cx+ c)  h d; x i

= (Cy) + h d; y i; (4.30)
where the second equation is due to Theorem 8.5 of [77] and the last equation follows
because of the homogeneity of  . If (4.17) has a finite optimal value, then Part 2 is
a consequence of (4.30) and Theorem 27.1 (parts (a) and (i)) of [77]. Conversely, if
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Condition 2 holds, we have for any a. c. r. (M;E) of G and for any x 2 G , x = xM +xE
with xM 2M , xE 2 E = G1 , that
(Cx+ c) + h d; x i = (CxM + CxE + c) + h d; xM i+ h d; xE i
 (CxE) + h d; xE i   ( CxM   c) + h d; xM i
 min
xM2M
( ( CxM   c) + h d; xM i) >  1;
showing that Condition 1 holds.
The equivalence between Condition 1 and Condition 3 follows from (4.21) and (4.15).
2
Remark 4.4.2 Conditions 2 and 3 do not imply Condition 1 for sets G which are not
asymptotically conical. As a simple counterexample, take G = fx = (x1; x2)> 2 IR2 j
x2  x21g , let C be the 1  2 matrix C = (1; 0) , d := (2; 0)> , c := (0) , and let
(s) = jsj for all s 2 IR . Then G1 is the ray expanded by the vector (0; 1)> , and thus
(Cx) + h d; x i = 0 for all x 2 K1 . Hence, Condition 2 holds. Moreover,
(G1)
 = f(x1; x2)
> j x2  0g;
thus, taking u = 0 2 B , one obtains d 2 (G1)   C>B , and Condition 3 holds
also. However, g(( k; k2)>) = (C( k; k2)> + c) + h d; ( k; k2)> i =  k for every
integer k , thus the optimal value of (4.17) is  1 . 2
The duality scheme previously described enables us to easily characterize the (possi-
bly empty) set of optimal solutions of (4.17) in terms of any optimal solution u of (4.22).
See also Theorem 1 of [40] for the case of a polyhedral feasible set G , or Theorem 1.1
of [44] for related constraint qualification assumptions.
Theorem 4.4.3 (Saddlepoints) Let one of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.4.1
hold. Then,
1. The set of optimal solutions of (4.22) is not empty.
2. Let x be feasible for (4.17) and u feasible for (4.22). Then x is optimal for (4.17)
and u is optimal for (4.22) if and only if the pair (x; u) is a saddle-point for the
problem
inf
x2G
sup
(u)1
hu;Cx+ ci+ h d; x i: (4.31)
Proof: By (4.21), under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4.1, the dual (4.22) consists of the
maximization of the continuous function
u 7! hu; c i+ min
x2M
D
x;C>u+ d
E
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over the nonempty compact set fu j C>u + d 2 E; (u)  1g . Thus an optimal
solution u for (4.22) always exists.
For Part 2, observe that, due to Theorem 4.4.1 and (4.21), the saddle value exists and
is finite. Hence, saddle points exist, cmp. e. g. Theorem 4.2.5 in [50]. Moreover, the
set of saddle points coincides with the Cartesian product of the set of optimal solutions
for (4.17) and (4.22), as asserted. 2
The characterization of optimal solutions of (4.17) as part of saddle points yields the
following result.
Theorem 4.4.4 (Optimality Conditions) Let (M;E) be an a. c. r. of G . The feasible
point x := xM + xE , xM 2 M , xE 2 E , is optimal for (4.17) if and only if there exists
a point u 2 IRn satisfying
(u)  1;
C>u+ d 2 E \  NM(xM);
h xE; C
>u+ d i = 0;
Cx+ c 2 NB(u):
In that case, such a point u is an optimal solution for (4.22).
Proof: By Theorem 4.4.3, x is optimal for (4.17) if and only if there exists u optimal
for (4.22) such that the pair (x; u) is a saddle point. In other words, x is optimal for (4.17)
if and only if there exists some u 2 IRn satisfying
C>u+ d 2 E; (4.32)
(u)  1; (4.33)
(Cx+ c) + h d; x i = h u;Cx+ c i+ h d; x i (4.34)
= inf
xM2M;xE2E
h u;C(xM + xE) i+ h d; xM + xE i (4.35)
+h u; c i:
But (4.34) holds if and only if
Cx+ c 2 NB(u):
Moreover, for vectors u satisfying (4.32), it follows from Lemma 4.2.5 that
inf
x2G
hu;Cx i+ h d; x i = min
xM2M
hu;CxM i+ h d; xM i;
and thus condition (4.35) is equivalent (for vectors u satisfying (4.32)) to
h u;CxM i+ h d; xM i = min
xM2M
h u;CxM i+ h d; xM i; (4.36)
h u;CxE i+ h d; xE i = 0:
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Since (4.36) is equivalent to
C>u+ d 2  NM(xM);
the result follows. 2
Note that the conditions derived in [23] and [24] for the single-facility location model
(see Subsection 4.1.2) are special cases of the ones derived in the last theorem.
Remark 4.4.5 (Dual Gap) Let x = xM+xE (xM 2M , xE 2 E ) be primal feasible and
let u be dual feasible. Additionally, let (Cx + c) = hu;Cx + c i and let M( C>u  
d) =  hxM ; C>u + d i . (Note that these two additional conditions are equivalent to
u 2 @(Cx + c) and xM 2 @M( C>u   d) .) A simple calculation then shows that
hxE; C>u+ d i is the dual gap with respect to the feasible points x and u .
Remark 4.4.6 If G1 is a linear subspace then G1 = G?1 , and thus the complementary
condition hCu+ d; xE i = 0 in Theorem 4.4.4 is redundant.
We have shown in Theorem 4.4.3 that primal and dual optimal solutions (when they
exist!) are related with each other as saddle point solutions of (4.31). However, the
existence of optimal solutions for (4.17) is not guaranteed when (4.17) has a finite optimal
value. Since in applications E = f0g usually does not hold (see Section 4.1), a deeper
analysis is required. This is the purpose of the rest of the section.
For certain instances of (4.17), the non-emptiness and compactness of the set of opti-
mal primal solutions can be derived by ad-hoc procedures, as done, e.g., in [10, 14, 70].
For the general situation we have the following.
Theorem 4.4.7 (Bounds on Primal Solutions) If all nonzero y 2 G1 satisfy (Cy) +
h d; y i > 0 , then
1. The set of optimal solutions is nonempty, convex, and compact.
2. Let (M;E) be an a. c. r. of G and suppose E 6= f0g . Let
L  max
x2M
(( Cx  c)  h d; x i) ;
v  min
x2G
((Cx+ c) + h d; x i) ;
r 2
#
0; min
e2E;kek2=1
(Ce) + h d; e i
#
:
Then, any optimal solution xM +xE for (4.17) with xM 2M and xE 2 E satisfies
kxEk2 
v + L
r
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Proof: Part 1 follows from the fact that, under these assumptions, the function g + K is
coercive and thus level bounded. See, e. g., [4].
To show Part 2, let xE 2 E be given with kxEk2 > (v + L)=r and let xM 2M . The
triangle inequality now shows that
(CxM + CxE + c) + h d; xM i+ h d; xE i 
 (CxE) + h d; xE i   ( CxM   c) + h d; xM i
= kxEk2
 

 
CxE
kxEk2
!
+
*
d;
xE
kxEk2
+!
+ h d; xM i   ( CxM   c)
>
v + L
r
 

 
CxE
kxEk2
!
+
*
d;
xE
kxEk2
+!
  L
 v;
contradicting the optimality of xM + xE . 2
Remark 4.4.8 In Theorem 1 of [59], it is assumed that C is a p q matrix (q < p) with
rank q , G = IRq , and 0 2 C>int(B) + d . This is clearly stronger than the assumption in
Theorem 4.4.7. Indeed, for any e 2 G1 , one of the two following conditions hold:
max
u2B
h e; C>u+ d i > 0; (4.37)
h e; C>u+ d i = 0 8u 2 B: (4.38)
If (4.37) holds, then
(Ce) + h d; e i > 0;
whereas if (4.38) holds, then
d+ C>B 2 feg?;
which, since C>B has full dimension, implies that e = 0 . Hence, (Ce) + h d; e i > 0
for all nonzero e 2 G1 . 2
When the assumption in Theorem 4.4.7 is invalid, non-emptiness of the set of opti-
mal solutions cannot be guaranteed in general, even for the case of polyhedral recession
cone G1 . This is shown in the following example.
Example 4.4.1 Let C = (1; 0)> , d = ( 1) , c = (0; 1)> , the feasible set G = [0;+1[=
G1 , and let  be the Euclidean norm in the plane. Then,
(Cx+ c) + h d; x i =
p
x2 + 1  x;
which is always non-negative, but tends to zero when x grows to infinity. Hence, no
optimal solution exists. 2
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The case d = 0 (in fact the common one in applications) simplifies the analysis since
then the objective function of (4.17) is bounded below. However, this does not guarantee
the attainment of the optimal value, as shown in the following example.
Example 4.4.2 Let G = f(x1; x2; x3) : x23  x21 + x22; xi  0; i = 1; 2; 3g and let C be
the matrix 0
@
1 0  1
0  1 0
1
A :
Let c = (0; 1)> , d = 0 , and let  be the Euclidean norm. Then,
(Cx+ c) + h d; x i = (x1   x3; 1  x2):
Since the system 8
<
:
x1 = x3
x2 = 1
has no solution on G , the objective function is strictly positive on G . However, for the
feasible sequence ((k; 1;
p
1 + k2)>)k2IN the objective value tends to zero, showing that
the infimum (zero) is not attained. 2
In spite of this negative result, a geometrical condition can be given to guarantee the
attainment of the optimal value for d = 0:
Theorem 4.4.9 (Attainment of Optimal Values) Let d = 0 . The following conditions
are equivalent.
1. (4.17) attains its optimal value for each c 2 IRn .
2. The set CG is closed.
Proof: Assume Condition 1 and suppose CG is not closed. Then there exist a vector v
and a sequence (xj)j2IN with xj 2 G for all j 2 IN such that
lim
j!+1
Cxj = v
 =2 CG: (4.39)
However, this would imply that, for c =  v , the objective function value is always
strictly positive but converging to zero for the feasible sequence (xj)j2IN . This contradicts
the assumption.
Conversely, if Condition 2 holds, then, formulating (4.17) as the problem
minimize (y)
subject to y 2 CG+ c
one immediately obtains that (4.17) amounts to finding the point in the closed set CG+ c
closest to the origin with respect to the gauge  , which always admits an optimal solution.
2
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Corollary 4.4.10 Let G1; G2 be asymptotically conical sets such that inff(x y) j x 2
G1; y 2 G2g = 0 . Then, G1 \G2 6= ; .
Proof: The set G := G1  G2 is asymptotically conical, see Property 4.2.2. Let C =
(In; In) , where In is the n  n identity matrix. Then CG = G1   G2 , which is
asymptotically conical as well, see Property 4.2.2, thus it is closed. By Theorem 4.4.9,
the problem
inf
x2G
(Cx)
attains its infimal value (zero), which means that some x exists in G1 \G2 . 2
4.5 Solving Goal Programs Efficiently
The aim of this section is to show how the structure of (4.17) can be exploited to derive
polynomial time interior-point schemes for solving the problem at hand. Note that we
are not considering warm-start techniques to compute several (or all) efficient points of a
given multicriteria optimization problem: this was the purpose of Chapter 3. When the
number of criteria is large, the strategy outlined in Chapter 3 might become to unwieldy,
and a decision-maker might be contempt with the construction of just a few efficient
points. In this case, the technique outlined in this section might be useful.
The discussion below will show that particular instances of the general problem can
be solved by interior-point methods of various types (e. g. primal, primal-dual, short-step,
long-step, etc.), provided that self-concordant barriers for the unit ball of the gauge 
and M as well as for the cone E are given.
For instance, consider the primal problem (4.17) restated in the form
minimize s+ t;
subject to (Cx+ c; s) 2 epi();
h d; x i  t;
x 2 G
and let B be the unit ball of the gauge  . Then epi() is the conic hull of this unit ball,
i. e.
epi() = f(y; ) 2 IRn+1 j y 2 B;   0g:
The reformulated problem has therefore a linear objective function, a conic constraint,
and a convex constraint of a rather special structure, which makes it easily exploitable for
interior-point methods.
As a simple example, we might use the standard primal path-following algorithm from
Nesterov and Nemirovskii [67], already outlined in short in Chapter 3. For this, we need
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not only a starting point in the interior of a compact set of feasible points, but also a lower
bound on the asymmetry coefficient of this starting point. Recall from Chapter 3 that the
asymmetry coefficient a(x;G) of a point x lying in the interior of the convex compact
set G is defined by
a(x;G) := supf  0 j x+ (x G)  Gg:
Denoting by G x the gauge with unit ball G   x , one immediately obtains from the
definition that
a(x;G) = supf1= > 0 j (x G)  (G  x)g
= (inff > 0 j (x G)  (G  x)g) 1
= (inff > 0 j 8 y 2 G  x :  y 2 (G  x)g) 1
= (inff > 0 j 8 y 2 G  x : G x( y)  g)
 1
=

max
y2G x
G x( y)
 1
: (4.40)
We have the following estimate for a point x 2 int(G) .
Lemma 4.5.1 Let G  IRn be a convex and compact set, let x 2 int(G) and let B1; B2 
IRn be convex compact sets with the origin in their interior, satisfying
B1  G  x  B2:
Denote by B1 the gauge with unit ball B1 . Then,
a(x;G) 

max
y2B2
B1( y)
 1
Proof: By assumption and the definition of gauges,
G x  B1 :
Hence, it follows from (4.40) that
a(x;G) 

max
y2G x
B1( y)
 1


max
y2B2
B1( y)
 1
:
2
Corollary 4.5.2 Let G  IRn be a convex compact set and let x 2 int(G) . Let B1
and B2 be the unit balls of the k  k1 - and k  k2 -norm, respectively. Moreover, let
r1; r2 > 0 be two constants such that x+ r1B1  G and G  x+ r2B2 . Then
a(x;G) 
r1p
nr2
:
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Proof: By Lemma 4.5.1,
a(x;G) 

max
y2r2B2
r1B1( y)
 1
=
r1
r2

max
y2B2
B1( y)
 1
=
r1
r2
p
n
:
2
Suppose now that we are given a self-concordant barrier bB for the unit ball B with
self-concordancy parameter #B  1 and a self-concordant barrier bG for the set of feasi-
ble points G with self-concordancy parameter #G  1 . If an a. c. r. G = M +E for G is
known, the latter barrier will usually be written as bG = bM + bE , where bM is a barrier
for the compact set M , while bE is the corresponding barrier for the cone E .
Theorem 4 from [41] tells us that it is relatively easy to construct a self-concordant
barrier for the epigraph of  explicitly. Indeed, such a barrier takes the form
b+(x; t) = bB(x=t)  #B ln t; (4.41)
where ;  > 0 are explicitly given constants, depending only on #B . Both constants are
of magnitude O(1) . Moreover, b+ has a self-concordancy parameter of order O(#B) .
Let there be given a point y 2 int(G) . In the next step, we have to assume that we
know a bound ~r > 0 such that for every solution x 2 G of our primal problem the relation
kxk2  ~r holds. See Theorem 4.4.7 for methods for constructing such ~r . Moreover, we
assume that ~r is chosen in such a way that kyk2 + 1  ~r . Define now
%P := (Cy + c) + h d; y i+ 3
and
GP := f(x; s; t) 2 IR
m+2 j x 2 G; kxk2  ~r; (Cx+ c; s) 2 epi();
h d; x i  t; s+ t  %Pg:
Obviously, GP is a convex compact set. With u := (Cy + c) + 1 and v := h d; y i + 1
we have that the point y^ := (y; u; v) is in the strict interior of GP . Moreover,
bP (x; t) := b
+(Cx+ c; t) + bK(x)  ln(~r
2   kxk22)  ln(t  h d; x i)  ln(%P   s  t)
is a self-concordant barrier for GP with self-concordancy parameter
#P := O(1)#B + #K + 3 = O(#B + #K)
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(see [67, Proposition 5.1.1 and 5.1.2]). This means that we can opt to solve the problem
minimize s+ t
subject to (x; s; t) 2 GP
with an interior-point method, using y^ as a starting point.
Lemma 4.5.3 (Bounds on the Asymmetry Coefficient) Denote by ei be the ith Eucli-
dean unit vector (i = 1; : : : ;m) in the IRm . Let G > 0 be such that y+Gei; y Gei 2 G
for all i = 1; : : : ;m , and denote by ci 2 IRn , i = 1; : : : ;m , the columns of the matrix C .
Define
rP := minf1; G; 1=(ci); 1=( ci); 1=jdij : i = 1; : : : ; ng
and
R :=

~r2 + (%P + ~rkdk2)
2 + (maxfj%P j; ~rkdk2g)
2
1=2
:
It then follows that
a(y^; GP ) 
rP
2
p
n+ 2R
:
Proof: First, let (x; s; t) 2 GP . It then follows that kxk2  ~r , 0  s , and  ~rkdk2  t 
%P . As a consequence, we have s  %P + ~rkdk2 . This means that
k(x; s; t)k22 = kxk
2
2 + s
2 + t2  ~r2 + (%P + ~rkdk2)
2 + (maxfj%P j; ~rkdk2g)
2
Therefore,
GP  y^ + 2RB2;
where B2 is the unit ball of the k  k2 -norm in IRm+2 .
Second, with the ith Euclidean unit vector ei 2 IRm we have for all z 2 IRm that
(C(z + rP ei) + c)  (Cz + c) + 1 and (C(z   rP ei) + c)  (Cz + c) + 1 for
i = 1; : : : ;m . Moreover, h d; y+rP ei i  v as well as h d; y rP ei i  v (i = 1; : : : ;m).
This means that y^ + rPB1  GP , where B1 is the unit ball of the k  k1 -norm in IRm+2 .
The result follows with Corollary 4.5.3. 2
With the last lemma, it is easy to see that Stage 1 of the standard primal path-following
algorithm from [67] takes
O
q
#P (ln#P + lnn+ lnR  ln rP )

iterations, while Stage 2 of this method takes
O
q
#P (ln#P + ln(1=") + ln(%P + 2~rkdk2))

iterations to achieve "-accuracy.
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Bounding rP , #B , and #G depends, of course, on the nature of the actual data at hand.
We will consider typical examples of goal programming problems in Section 4.5.1.
Note that the dual problem in the formulation (4.23) can be treated in the same way
as the primal one, provided that there are known self-concordant barriers for M , B ,
and E . A latter one can, at least in principle, be constructed from a self-concordant
barrier for E , see Section 2.4.1 in [67]. One just has to change the maximization prob-
lem into an equivalent minimization problem and add one slack variable s 2 IR for the
constraint ( C>u  d; s) 2 epi(~) .
Another possibility is to consider a primal-dual reformulation of the problem. Assume
that the set M has non-empty interior, and let x0 2 int(M) be given. Define the gauge ~
by its unit ball: ~ := M x0 . Example 4.3.1 now shows that
minimize  (Cx+ c) + ~

 C>u  d

+ h d; x i   hCx0 + c; u i   h d; x0 i
subject to x 2M + E;
C>u+ d 2 E
(u)  1:
is the primal-dual reformulation of problem (4.17) with objective function value 0 . Note
that this again is a problem of the same type as (4.17).
Other algorithms, especially long-step methods, can be derived when more knowledge
is available about the problem structure. As a trivial example, if K as well as B is poly-
hedral, the problem reduces to a linear one, for which methods of higher efficiency then
the one depicted above are readily available. (See also Examples 4.5.2, 4.5.3, and 4.5.4
in the next subsection.) Other possibilities include the cases in which the cones E and
epi() appearing in the problem formulation are direct sums of cones of positive semidef-
inite symmetric real matrices and cones of the form epi(k  k2) . (See Example 4.5.1 in
the next subsection.) The standard barriers for these cones are self-scaled, allowing for
especially efficient algorithms, cmp. [68]. Note, however, that the use of a p-norm with
p 6= 2 (an important case in applications [72]) does not allow for a self-scaled cone, and
that a self-dual formulation for the corresponding problem is not readily at hand. Indeed,
interior-point methods proposed up to now for this class of problems do not use a self-dual
formulation, see [96] and Example 4.5.5 in the next subsection.
4.5.1 Particular Cases
In this section we take a quick look at how self-concordant barriers for the unit balls of
typical gauges encountered in applications can be easily derived. Some of these cases
have already been discussed in [33], in the context of interior point algorithms applied to
specific location problems similar to the one discussed in Subsection 4.1.2.2.
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Example 4.5.1 (Euclidean Norm) (cp. Proposition 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 in [67]) If  is the
Euclidean norm, a self-concordant barrier with self-concordancy parameter #B = 1 for
the unit ball B of  is given by bB(x) :=   ln(1   kxk22) . Likewise, if the unit ball
of  is an ellipsoid, B = fx 2 IRn j h x;Qx i  1g , where Q is a positive definite
nn-matrix, a self-concordant barrier with self-concordancy parameter #B = 1 is given
by bB(x) :=   ln(1 hx;Qx i) . In both cases, the tedious general construction of a self-
concordant barrier for epi() can be avoided by noting that b+(x; t) =   ln(t2 hx;Qx i)
is a self-concordant barrier for this cone with self-concordancy parameter #+B = 2 . Note
that epi(k  k2) is just the standard second-order cone, while b+ is the corresponding
self-scaled barrier for this cone, see [68]. 2
Example 4.5.2 (Polyhedral Gauges) Let  be a polyhedral gauge whose unit ball is
given by a set of k linear inequalities: B = fx 2 IRn j Ax  gg , A 2 IRkn , g 2 IRk . Of
course, the standard logarithmic barrier bB(x) =  
Pk
i=1 ln(gi a
>
i x) for the polytope B
can be used to define b+B(x; t) =  
Pk
i=1 ln(git   a
>
i x) , a self-concordant barrier for the
epigraph of  with self-concordancy parameter #+B = k . 2
Example 4.5.3 (Skewed Gauges) Let  be a gauge, A 2 IRnn be a regular matrix
and c 2 IRn be a vector with (A>c) < 1 . Then ~(x) := (Ax) + h c; x i defines a
gauge [71]. Gauges defined like this have important applications in location science, see,
e. g., [72, 36], and are called skewed gauges. It is easy to see that the unit ball of ~ is
given by (c + A>(B)) . However, finding a barrier for this unit ball does not seem to
be so easy. On the other hand, finding a self-concordant barrier for epi(~) is simple, as
long as such a barrier for the unit ball B of  is given. Let b be such a barrier with
self-concordancy parameter #B and let b+ be a barrier for epi() with self-concordancy
parameter #+B (note that we have #+B = O(#B) , according to [41]). Then,
~b+(x; t) := b+(Ax; t  h c; x i)  ln t
is a barrier for the epigraph of ~ with self-concordancy parameter ~#+ = #+B + 1 . This is
a simple application of Proposition 5.1.1 and 5.2.5 from [67]. 2
Example 4.5.4 Suppose that we are given k gauges i (i = 1; : : : ; k ) and we want to use
the gauge  defined by (x) := maxki=1 i(x) . If Bi is the unit ball of i (i = 1; : : : ; k ),
it is easy to see that B = Tki=1 Bi is the unit ball of  . Given self-concordant barriers bi
for the unit balls Bi with self-concordancy parameter #i , we have that bB :=
Pk
i=1 bi is
a self-concordant barrier for B with self-concordancy parameter #B =
Pk
i=1 #i . 2
Example 4.5.5 (p-Norms) We consider the case that  is a p-norm with p 2]1;1[ . By
introducing slack variables for the inequalities describing the unit ball B of  , we can
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consider the set
B^p := f(x; y; z) 2 IR
3n j  yi  xi  yi; 0  yi; y
p
i  zi (i = 1; : : : ; n);
nX
i=1
zi  1g:
Using Proposition 5.3.1 from [67], we see that
b^(x; y; z) :=  
nX
i=1

ln(yi   xi) + ln(yi + xi) + ln yi + ln zi + ln

z1=pi   yi

  ln
 
1 
nX
i=1
zi
!
is self-concordant barrier for B^ with self-concordancy parameter 6n + 1 . Moreover,
(4.41) tells us how to construct a self-concordant barrier with self-concordancy parameter
#+ = O(n) for the conic hull
K(B^p) = f(x; y; z; t) 2 IR
3n+1 j (x; y; z) 2 tB^; t  0g
= f(x; y; z; t) j  yi  xi  yi; 0  yi; y
p
i  zit
p 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n);
nX
i=1
zi  t; 0  tg:
This set can be used to replace the epigraph of  in the definition of GP , see also [33].
Note that, using the result of [41], it is easy to refine the bound on #+ and show that
#+  86:43n+14:41 holds. In contrast to this, Xue and Ye [96] use different embeddings
to derive barriers for the corresponding conic hulls with self-concordancy parameters of
200n and 200p2n+ 100n+ 200 , respectively.
The construction of a starting point lying in the strict interior of the set of feasible
points and the estimate of the asymmetry of this point can be done as shown in Section 4.5
and is discussed in more detail in [33].
(The rest of this example has been developed in collaboration with Yinyu Ye from the
University of Iowa.) Note that, depending on the formulation one is using, either the dual
cone (K(B^p)) or K(B^q) (1=p + 1=q = 1) will appear in the dual problem. But with
the embedding above, (K(B^p)) 6= K(B^q) holds. Therefore, an explicit construction of
(K(B^p)) is in order. To fix notation, recall that
(K(B^p))
 = f(; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j h(; ; ; ); (x; y; z; t)i  0 8(x; y; z; t) 2 K(B^p)g:
As a first step, write
K(B^p) = K^
1
p \ K^
2
p \ K^
3
p
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with
K^1p := f(x; y; z; t) 2 IR
3n+1 j  y  x  y; y  0g;
K^2p :=
(
(x; y; z; t) 2 IR3n+1 j
nX
i=1
zi  t
)
;
K^3p := f(x; y; z; t) 2 IR
3n+1 j y  0; z  0; t  0; ypi  zit
p 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n)g:
Using [77, Corollary 16.4.2] we have that
(K(B^p))
 = (K^1p)
 + (K^2p)
 + (K^3p)
;
so we just have to compute the cones on the right-hand side. First,
(K^1p)
 = f(; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j 8(x; y; z; t) 2 K^1p : h(; ; ; ); (x; y; z; t)i  0g
= f(; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j 8(x; y; z; t) 2 K^1p :
h; x i+ h ; y i+ h ; z i+ t  0g
= f(; ; 0; 0) 2 IR3n+1 j 8(x; y; z; t) 2 K^1p : h; x i+ h ; y i  0g
= f(; ; 0; 0) 2 IR3n+1 j   0; jij  i (i = 1; : : : ; n)g:
Second, since K^2p is a halfspace,
(K^2p)
 = f(0; 0; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j 0   =  1 =    =  ng
= f(0; 0; e; 1) 2 IR3n+1 j   0g
(with e = (1; : : : ; 1) 2 IRn ). Third, let there be given (; ; ; ) 2 (K^3p) , i. e. h; x i+
h ; y i+ h ; z i+ t  0 for all (x; y; z; t) 2 K^3p . Since we can choose x independently
(and arbitrarily) of y; z; t we immediately get  = 0 .
Let (x; y; z; t) 2 K^3p . If t = 0 we have y = 0 , and
h ; y i+ h ; z i+ t  0 (4.42)
holds as long as   0 (note z  0). Now consider values of t with t > 0 . Under this
assumption, the inequality (4.42) is equivalent to
1
t
h ; y i+
1
t
h ; z i+   0:
Moreover, ypi  zitp 1 is equivalent to (yi=t)p  zi=t . This allows a change of variables
according to y^ := (1=t)y and z^ := (1=t)z . With this, (0; ; ; ) 2 (K^3p) is equivalent
to
h ; y^ i+ h ; z^ i+   0
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for all y^; z^  0 with y^pi  z^i (i = 1; : : : ; n). As a consequence, we have necessarily
  0 (take z^i large) and   0 (take y^ = z^ = 0). Moreover,
h ; y^ i+ h ; z^ i+  =
nX
i=1
(iy^i + z^i) + ;
and since   0 we conclude that only the case z^i = y^pi (i = 1; : : : ; n) needs to be
considered. But then
h ; y^ i+ h ; z^ i+  =
nX
i=1
fi(y^i);
where fi(y^i) := iy^i + iy^pi + =n . Since only the constraints y^  0 have to be fulfilled,
we can minimize each function fi separately. If i = 0 , we have fi(y^i)  0 for all y^i  0
if and only if i  0 . Consider now the case i > 0 . If i  0 , then fi(y^i)  0 for all
y^i  0 follows. Suppose therefore that i < 0 and i > 0 . Then the function fi takes on
its minimal value at
y^i :=
 
 i
pi
! 1
p 1
;
and we arrive at
fi(y^

i ) = iy^

i + i(y^

i )
p + =n
=  jij
1+ 1p 1p 1=(p 1) 1=(p 1)i + jij
p=(p 1)p p=(p 1)
1  pp 1
i + =n
=  jij
p=(p 1) 1=(p 1)i

p 1=(p 1)   p p=(p 1)

+ =n:
Define now q 2]1;+1[ by 1=p+ 1=q = 1 and
cp := p
 1=(p 1)   p p=(p 1) = p q=p   p q = p (q 1)   p q = p q(p  1) =
p1 q
q
:
Then fi(y^i )  0 if and only if
ncpjij
q  q=pi :
With q=p = q   1 , the inequality above is equivalent to
ncpjij
q  q 1i
i. e.
(ncp)
p=qjij
p   p 1i
(use p=q = p   1). In this formulation,  plays the same role as the primal variable y ,
while  takes over the role of z . Of course,  has the same meaning as t .
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As a consequence of the discussion above, we arrive at
(K^3p)
 = f(0; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j   0;   0;
(ncp)
p 1(max( i; 0))
p  i
p 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n)g
= f(0; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j   0;   0;
(ncp)
1=q(max( i; 0))  
1=p
i 
1=q (i = 1; : : : ; n)g
= f(0; ; ; ) 2 IR3n+1 j   0;   0;
ncp(max( i; 0))
q  q 1i  (i = 1; : : : ; n)g
which is the cone induced by the set
B^3pf(0; ; ) 2 IR
3n j (ncp)
p 1(max( i; 0))
p  i (i = 1; : : : ; n)g:
Taking the results for (K^1p) , (K^2p) , and (K^3p) together, we get
(K(B^p))
 =
8
>>>>><
>>>>>:
0
B
B
B
B
B
@
[1]
[1] + [3]
  [2]e+ [3]
 [2] +  [3]
1
C
C
C
C
C
A
2 IR3n+1








 [1]  [1]  [1];
[3]  0;  [2]  0;  [3]  0;
(ncp)p 1(max( [3]; 0))p  ( [3])p 1[3]
9
>>>>>=
>>>>>;
;
where the exponents, the max-operator as well as the inequalities are understood to be
taken componentwise.
This representation of the dual cone is slightly less economical than the representation
of the primal one. More precisely, 4n + 2 real-valued variables are needed instead of
3n+ 1 . Moreover, another n variables are used when the max-operator is resolved.
It seems also that there is no symmetry at all in this formulation. Take p = 2 . Then
K(B^2) 6= (K(B^2)) . (Just use [1] = [1] = [3] = [3] = 0 . Then (0; 0;  [1]e;  [1] +
 [3]) 2 (K(B^2)) , in contrast to z  0 if (x; y; z; t) 2 K(B^2) .)
But fortunately, an explicit description of a self-concordant barrier for (K(B^p))
poses no problem. By adding variables  2 IRn to get rid of the max-operator, we can
describe the nonlinear constraints defining B3p by the barrier function
b3(; ; ) :=  
nX
i=1
(ln i + ln(i + i) + ln i + ln(
1=p
i   (ncp)
1=qi));
which is self-concordant with self-concordancy parameter 5n . From this, we can build a
barrier for the cone K^3p with self-concordancy parameter O(n) . All other constraints in
the description of (K(B^p)) are linear and and can be taken care of in the usual way. 2
Example 4.5.6 (Composite Gauges) Let  be a gauge as in (4.24). Using the fact that ~
is monotonic, it is sufficient to consider the set
B^ = f(u1; t1; : : : ; uk; tk) 2 IR
n1+1      IRnk+1 j i(ui)  ti (i = 1; : : : ; k);
~(t1; : : : ; tk)  1g:
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Obviously, to construct a self-concordant barrier for the set ~B , one can use self-concor-
dant barriers b+i with self-concordancy parameter #+i for the cones epi(i) and a self-
concordant barrier ~b with self-concordancy parameter ~# for the unit ball of ~ to define
b^(u1; t1; : : : ; uk; tk) := ~b(t1; : : : ; tk) +
kX
i=1
b+i (ui; ti);
a self-concordant barrier for B^ with self-concordancy parameter ~#+Pki=1 #+i . Moreover,
Lemma 4.3.1 can be used to construct barriers for the dual gauge  and its unit ball. 2
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Chapter 5
Nonparametric Descent Methods for
Nonconvex Multicriteria Problems
In case the number of criteria of a given multicriteria optimization problem is large or the
criteria functions are nonconvex, the strategy outlined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 might
not be feasible. Moreover, if convexity is missing, the duality results from Chapter 4
do not hold, and consequently all that we can hope for is to efficiently compute locally
efficient points. It is therefore important that we are able to compute such points for
problems of the type mentioned above.
In this chapter, we propose a parameter-free optimization strategy for computing a
point satisfying the first-order necessary conditions for multicriteria optimization. This
strategy generalizes descent direction methods from single-criterion optimization, meth-
ods known for their computationally efficiency when solving large-scale nonconvex prob-
lems. Neither ordering information nor weighting factors or similar value function param-
eters for the different objective functions given are assumed to be known. Moreover, no
value function will be used to scalarize the multicriteria problem at hand.
5.1 The Problem Considered
As in Chapter 2, let K  IRn be a cone and let the IRn be equipped with the ordering K
induced by K . Suppose that we are in search for a (local) minimum of a given function
F : IRm  ! IRn;
not necessarily convex. A (local) minimum x 2 IRm of F corresponds to a (local) effi-
cient point F (x) 2 IRn of the manifold F (IRm) . Constrained problems will be considered
in Section 5.7. In what follows, we assume that the function F is continuously differen-
tiable. For x 2 IRm the Jacobian of F at x is denoted by JF (x) , an nm matrix with
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entries
(JF (x))i;j =
@Fi
@xj
(x):
A necessary condition for a point x 2 IRm to be a local minimum is
range(JF (x)) \ ( int(K)) = ;: (5.1)
Therefore, we will call points that satisfy the above condition (5.1) Pareto-critical points.
If a point x is not Pareto-critical then there exists a direction v 2 IRm satisfying
JF (x)v 2  int(K); (5.2)
i. e. a descent direction for the vector-valued objective function F . We have the following
simple observation with respect to (5.2).
Lemma 5.1.1 Let K  IRn be convex cone with 0 2 K and A 2 IRnm be a matrix. If
Av 2  int(K) (5.3)
holds, then it follows that
v 2

A>(K n f0g)
+ (5.4)
holds. Moreover, if int(K) 6= ; then (5.4) is sufficient for (5.3) if, additionally,
(K n f0g) \ kern(A>) = ;: (5.5)
Proof: Let Av 2  int(K) . Then int(K) 6= ; and therefore
Av 2 int(K) = fx 2 IRn j 8! 2 K n f0g : h!; x i > 0g;
which is equivalent to
h!; v i > 0 for all ! 2 A>(K n f0g):
From this, v 2

A>(K n f0g)
+
follows. Now let int(K) 6= ; . Then (5.5) means that
A>(K n f0g) = (A>(K n f0g)) n f0g = (A>K) n f0g
and the result follows immediately. 2
The idea of the general algorithm proposed in this chapter is straightforward: choose
an x and check if (5.1) holds. If not, compute a direction v for which (5.2) holds and
make a step with a suitably chosen steplength from x along v . This results in a new point,
and the scheme can be repeated.
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In what follows, we will consider only the case of
K = IRn+:
Due to this, we can abbreviate  :=IRn+ , and we understand the inequality x < y for two
vectors x; y 2 IRn componentwise, that is xi < yi for all i = 1; : : : ; n . Moreover, (5.1)
just means
range(JF (x)) \  int(IRn+) = ;: (5.6)
5.2 Computing the Search Direction
Suppose that we have given a point x 2 IRm . Define
A := JF (x)
and the function f : IRm  ! IR by
f(v) := maxf(Av)i j i = 1; : : : ; ng:
Of course, f is convex (as the maximum of linear functions) and positive homogeneous:
f(v) = f(v) 8 2 IR+:
Next, consider the unconstrained minimization problem
minimize f(v) + 1
2
kvk22
subject to v 2 IRm
(5.7)
Since the objective function is proper, closed, and strongly convex, it has always a unique
solution. Note that a simple reformulation of problem (5.7) to get rid of the nondifferen-
tiabilities would be
minimize  + 1
2
kvk22
subject to (Av)i  ; i = 1; : : : ; n;
(5.8)
which is a convex quadratic problem with linear inequality constraints, readily solvable
by a variety of methods. The next lemma shows the interconnection between Pareto-
criticality and the program (5.7).
Lemma 5.2.1 Let v(x) be the solution of problem (5.7) and (x) the optimum value.
1. If x is Pareto-critical, then v(x) = 0 2 IRm and (x) = 0 .
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2. If x is not Pareto-critical, then (x) < 0 and
f(v(x))   
1
2
kv(x)k22 < 0;
(JF (x)v(x))i  f(v(x)); i = 1; : : : ; n:
3. The mappings x 7! v(x) and x 7! (x) are continuous.
Proof: All claims are immediately clear from the definition of problem (5.7). 2
Remark 5.2.2 If n = 1 , we fall back to the single-objective minimization case. In this
case, f(v) = hrF (x)); v i and
v(x) =  rF (x):
So, we retrieve the steepest descent direction for the case n = 1 . We might therefore call
the descent direction computed by solving (5.7) multicriteria steepest descent direction
or simply steepest descent direction.
Instead of solving problem (5.7) exactly, it is interesting for algorithmic purposes to
deal with inexact solutions. So, if x is not Pareto-critical, we say that v is an approxi-
mated solution of (5.7) with tolerance  2]0; 1] if
f(v) +
1
2
kvk22  (x) (5.9)
where again f(v) := maxni=1(JF (x)v)i and (x) is the optimum value of problem (5.7).
Observe that for  = 1 only the exact solution satisfies the above inequality.
Define, for A 2 IRnm ,
kAk1;2 := max
x 6=0
kAxk1
kxk2
Then k  k1;2 is a norm in IRnm . It is easy to see that
kAk1;2 :=
n
max
i=1
kAi;k2
=
n
max
i=1
v
u
u
t
mX
j=1
A2i;j
Lemma 5.2.3 Suppose x is not Pareto-critical and that v is an approximated solution
of (5.7) with tolerance  2]0; 1] . Then
kvk2  2kAk2;1:
Proof: evident 2
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5.2.1 Other Possibilities for the Search Direction
Of course, there is no need for the specific choice of (1=2)k  k22 as the function which
is added to f to define problem (5.7). In fact, any proper closed strictly convex function
g : IRm ! IR with g(0) = 0 , g(v) > 0 (v 6= 0) and g(v) = o(kvk) (v ! 0) can be used
to define the minimization problem minv2IRm f(v) + g(v) . The results of Lemma 5.2.1
carry over to this generalized case.
Now let us discuss another possibility for choosing descent search directions at x .
Instead of solving (5.7) we could take v as a solution of
minimize f(v)
subject to kvk1  1
(5.10)
This problem can also be reformulated as
minimize h
subject to (Av)i  h; i = 1; : : : ;m;
kvk1  1;
(5.11)
which is a linear problem. Let h(x) be the optimal function value of (5.11). We have
h(x)  0 , because (0; 0) 2 IRm+1 is feasible for (5.11). As above, if h(x) = 0 , the
point x is Pareto-critical. If h(x) < 0 , it is possible to compute a descent direction by
solving (5.11).
Lemma 5.2.4 Let V (x) be the solution-set and h(x) be optimum value of problem (5.10).
1. If x is Pareto-critical, then 0 2 V (x) and h(x) = 0 .
2. If x is not Pareto-critical, then h(x) < 0 and for any v 2 V (x) we have
(JF (x)v)i  f(v) < 0; i = 1; : : : ; n:
3. The mapping x 7! h(x) is continuous.
4. Let the sequence (x(k))k2IN converge to x , let the sequence (v(k))k2IN converge to
v , and let v(k) 2 V (x(k)) hold for all k 2 IN . Then v 2 V (x)
Proof: All the results are obvious. 2
The choice of the constraint kvk  1 can be replaced by the more general constraint
v 2 B where B 2 IRm is a closed compact set with 0 2 int(B) . The obvious advantage
of the choice made is, of course, the simple linear structure of problem (5.11). On the
other hand, every norm or gauge  defines the set B considered above by its unit ball.
We will return to this observation in Section 5.6.
No matter which auxiliary problem is used to compute a descent direction, note that
there is no need to solve these auxiliary problems exactly. A descent direction is found as
soon as we have a function value in the auxiliary problem of less than zero.
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5.3 Computing the Step Length
Suppose that we have a direction v 2 IRm with JF (x)v < 0 , i. e. (JF (x)v)i < 0 for all
i = 1; : : : ; n . To compute a steplength t > 0 for the direction v , we use an Armijo-like
rule. Let  2]0; 1[ be a prespecified constant. The condition to accept t is
F (x+ tv)  F (x) + tJF (x)v: (5.12)
We start with t = 1 and while (5.12) is not satisfied, we set
t := t=2:
Finiteness of this procedure follows from the fact that (5.12) holds strictly for t > 0 small
enough.
Lemma 5.3.1 (Multicriteria Armijo Condition) If the function F is differentiable and
JF (x)v < 0 holds, then there exist some " > 0 (which may depend on x , v and  ) such
that
F (x+ tv) < F (x) + tJF (x)v
for all t 2]0; "] .
Proof: Since we assume that F is differentiable, we have that
F (x+ h) = F (x) + JF (x)h+R(h)
holds with
lim
h!0
jR(h)ij
khk2
= 0; i = 1; : : : ; n:
Define
 := max f(JF (x)v)i j i = 1; : : : ; ng
and observe that  < 0 and v 6= 0 . Since  < 1 , there exist an " > 0 such that
0 < t  " =)
jR(tv)ij
ktvk2
<
(1  )jj
kvk2
; i = 1; : : : ; n:
Hence, for 0 < t  " we get
jRi(tv)j < t(1  )jj; i = 1; : : : ; n;
and, since jj =   = minni=1 (JF (x)v)i ,
R(tv) <  t(1  )JF (x)v:
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Therefore
F (x+ tv) = F (x) + t(JF (x)v) +R(tv)
< F (x) + t(JF (x)v) + ( t(1  )(JF (x)v))
= F (x) + t(JF (x)v)
for 0 < t  " . 2
Remark 5.3.2 Let  be an arbitrary norm in IRn and  be the dual norm. Suppose
that JF is Lipshitz-continuous and
 (rFi(y) rFi(~y))  L (y   ~y) ; i = 1; : : : ; n;
for all y; ~y 2 IRm .
If JF (x)v < 0 , define
~" :=  
2(1  )
L
maxi(JF (x)v)i
((v))2
> 0:
Then
F (x+ tv)  F (x) + tJF (x)v
for all t 2 [0; ~"] .
Under the conditions of the above remark, if  is the Euclidean norm and v = v(x) , then
~"  (1  )=L .
5.4 The Complete Algorithm
We are now able to state the complete parameter-free descent algorithm for differentiable
unconstrained multicriteria optimization problems.
Algorithm 5.4.1 (Steepest Descent for Multicriteria Problems)
1. Choose  2]0; 1[ ,  2]0; 1] , and x(1) 2 IRm , set k := 1 .
2. If x(k) is Pareto-critical, stop.
3. Compute v(k) , an approximative solution of (5.7) at x = x(k) with tolerance  .
4. Compute a steplength tk 2]0; 1] as the maximum of
Tk :=
n
t = 1=2j j j 2 IN; F (x(k) + tv(k))  F (x(k)) + tJF (x(k))v(k)
o
:
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5. Set x(k+1) := x(k) + tkv(k) , k := k + 1 , and goto Step 2.
Observe that if Step 3 is reached at iteration k , then x(k) is not Pareto-critical and
n
max
i=1
(JF (x(k))v(k))i 
n
max
i=1
(JF (x(k))v(k))i +
1
2
kv(k)k22  (x
(k)) < 0:
So, JF (x(k))v(k) < 0 . Hence at this iteration the set Tk is not empty and Step 4 is well
defined. Indeed, note that the computation of the steplength in Step 4 can be done by the
Armijo-like rule outlined above.
Of course, ”parameter-free” refers to the fact that the algorithm is meant to solve
multicriteria optimization problems, but does not use some sort of scalarization. Any
numerical method has to use some parameters, at the very least for checking the numerical
accuracy of the computed approximated solution. This is what the parameters  and  in
Algorithm 5.4.1 are for.
5.5 Convergence of the Steepest Descent Method
Observe that if Algorithm 5.4.1 terminates after finitely many iterations, then it will ter-
minate at a Pareto-critical point. From now on we suppose that an infinite sequence is
generated, so (x(k)) 6= 0 for all k 2 IN .
We present a simple application of the standard convergence argument for the steepest
descent method.
Theorem 5.5.1 Every accumulation point of the sequence (x(k))k2IN produced by Algo-
rithm 5.4.1 is a Pareto-critical point. If the function F has bounded level sets in the sense
that the set fx 2 IRm j F (x)  F (x(1))g is bounded, then the sequence (x(k))k2IN is
bounded and has at last one accumulation point.
Proof. Let y be an accumulation point of the sequence (x(k))k2IN and let v(y) and (y)
be the solution and the optimum value of (5.7) at y :
v(y) := arg min
v2IRm

fy(v) +
1
2
kvk22

and
(y) := inf
v2IRm

fy(v) +
1
2
kvk2

where
fy(v) := max f(JF (y)v)i j i = 1; : : : ; ng :
According to Lemma 5.2.1 it suffices to prove that (y) = 0 .
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Clearly, the sequence (F (x(k)))k2IN is componentwise strictly decreasing and we have
lim
k!+1
F

x(k)

= F (y):
Therefore
lim
k!+1


F

x(k)

  F

x(k+1)



2
= 0
But
F

x(k)

  F

x(k+1)

  tkJF

x(k)

v(k)  0;
and therefore
lim
k!+1
tkJF

x(k)

v(k) = 0 (5.13)
Observe that tk 2]0; 1] for all k . Now take a subsequence (x(ku))u2IN converging to y .
We will consider two possibilities:
lim sup
u!+1
tku > 0
and
lim sup
u!+1
tku = 0:
First case. Suppose that there exist a subsequence (x(k`))`2IN converging to y and satis-
fying
lim
`!+1
tk` = t > 0
Using (5.13) we conclude that
lim
`!+1
JF

x(k`)

v(k`) = 0;
which also implies
lim
`!+1


x(k`)

= 0
Since x 7! (x) is continuous, we conclude that (y) = 0 , so y is Pareto-critical.
Second case. Using Lemma 5.2.3 we conclude that the sequence (v(ku))u2IN is bounded.
So we can take a subsequence (x(kr))r2IN of (x(ku))u2IN such that the sequence (v(kr))r2IN
also converges to some v . Note that for any r we have
n
max
i=1

JF (x(kr))v(kr)

i
 

x(kr)

< 0:
Therefore, passing to the limit for r ! +1 we get
1

n
max
i=1
(JF (y)v)i  (y)  0:
Take some q 2 IN . For r large enough,
tkr <
1
2q
;
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which means that the Armijo condition (5.12) is not satisfied for t = 1=2q , i. e.
F

x(kr) +
1
2q
v(kr)

6 F

x(kr)

+ 
1
2q
JF

x(kr)

v(kr)
(for r large enough). Passing onto the limit for r ! +1 and using the fact that there are
only finitely many components in F , we get
Fj

y +
1
2q
v

 Fj(y) + 
1
2q
(JF (y)v)j
for at least one j 2 f1; : : : ; ng . Note that this inequality holds for all q 2 IN . From
Lemma 5.3.1 it follows that
n
max
i=1
(F (y)v)i  0
which implies (y) = 0 . So, again we conclude that y is Pareto-critical. 2
5.6 Towards an implementable Method
Theorem 5.5.1 guarantees that under suitable conditions the accumulation points of the
sequence (x(k))k2IN are Pareto-critical. But in practice, every iterative algorithm has to
terminate in finite time. So, a stopping criteria other than the theoretical one used in Step 2
of Algorithm 5.4.1 should be used.
In single objective optimization, when the optimal value is neither known nor esti-
mated a priori, the norm of the gradient of the objective function is frequently used in a
stopping criterion. If this norm is small enough, the algorithm in use terminates. This,
however, is not possible in multicriteria optimization since the gradients of the objective
functions usually do not vanish at an efficient point.
But since the direction provided by (5.7) generalizes the steepest descent direction,
the optimal value of the direction search problem (5.7) can be used as a stopping criterion
in an implementation of the algorithm. In this case, we might replace Steps 2 and 3 of the
algorithm by
2. Compute v(k) , an approximative solution of (5.7) at x = x(k) with tolerance  . Let
(x(k)) be the function value of (5.7) at v(k) .
3. If (x(k)) >   , stop.
Here,  > 0 is a prespecified accuracy value. As it can be seen, we do not need to
compute the exact optimal function value of the direction search program, but only an
upper bound for it. This is exactly what a generic minimization technique employed to
solve (5.7) provides.
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Nevertheless, the knowledge of the optimal value (x(k)) is useful to accept a direc-
tion v as an approximated solution. This can be seen in inequality (5.9), where the exact
optimal value explicitly appears. The use of this inequality in an iterative algorithm solv-
ing the direction search program makes it necessary to compute good bounds for (x(k)) .
Dual (and primal dual) algorithms (and this includes log-barrier methods) also pro-
vides lower bounds for the optimum value, which obviates the calculation of the exact
optimum value of problem (5.7). Furthermore, to work with a primal-dual reformulation
of problem is quite natural, because the dual of (5.8) is
maximize  1
2





nX
i=1
iAi;





2
2
subject to
nX
i=1
i = 1;
  0:
The same consideration applies to search directions based on the linear programming
formulation (5.11). Here, the dual is
maximize  





nX
i=1
iAi;





1
subject to
nX
i=1
i = 1;
  0:
We can see clearly that both duals to the direction search programs proposed here are
equivalent to standard goal programming problems, as considered in Chapter 4. It has
already been noted in Chapter 4 that goal programming problems are usually used only to
generate (some) efficient points, while they appear here as duals of ”linearized” nonlinear
multicriteria problems, which might even be nonconvex. Indeed, both duals above are
special cases of the general problem
minimize (u)
subject to u 2 convfAi; j i = 1; : : : ; ng;
where  : IRm  ! IR is a gauge as in (4.9). Using the results from Section 4.3, it is easy
to see that
minimize maxf (Av)i j i = 1; : : : ; ng
subject to (v)  1
is the corresponding primal problem. Clearly, both direction search programs described
in Section 5.2 are special cases of this generalization.
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5.7 The Constrained Case
Suppose now that a set of feasible points G  IRm is given. Given z 2 G , a vector
v 2 IRm is a tangent direction of G at z if there exist a sequence (z(k))k2IN with z(k) 2 G
and a scalar   0 such that
lim
k!+1
z(k) = z; lim
k!+1

z(k)   z
kz(k)   zk2
= v
The set of all tangent direction of G at z is called the tangent cone of G at z and will be
denoted by T (G; z) .
Observe that if z is locally Pareto-optimal and v 2 T (G; z) , then we have that
hrFi(z); v i < 0 can not hold for all i = 1; : : : ; n . So, a necessary condition for lo-
cal Pareto-optimality is:
(JF (z)  T (G; z)) \ ( int(IRn+)) = ; (5.14)
which is equivalent to saying that the system
hrFi(z); v i < 0; v 2 T (G; z) (i = 1; : : : ; n) (5.15)
has no solutions. Now suppose that G is given by
G = fx 2 IRm j gj(x)  0; j = 1; : : : ; `g
with continuously differentiable functions gj : IRm ! IR . Define I := f1; : : : ; `g . The
set of active constraints at a feasible point z will be denoted by I0(z) , i. e.
I0(z) := fi 2 I j gi(z) = 0g;
and the linearized cone at z , denoted by C(z) is defined as
C(z) := fv 2 IRm j hrgi(z); v i  0; 8i 2 I0(z)g:
We will suppose, as a constraint qualification, that
int(C(z)) = T (G; z)
holds for all feasible z . Under this assumption, condition (5.14) (resp. (5.15)) becomes
equivalent to saying that the system
hrFi(x); v i < 0 8 i = 1; : : : ; n;
hrgj(x); v i  0 8 j 2 I0(z)
(5.16)
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has no solution v . Let A^ be the matrix obtained by adding rows (rgj(x))> for all active
constraints j 2 I0(z) to the Jacobian JF (z) . Necessary for the condition above is
range(A^) \

 int

IRn+jI0(z)j+

= ;:
We see that we can use the same steepest descent algorithm as above, by adding some
rows in each step according to the active constraints, and use a step length control to
enforce feasibility as well as sufficient decrease. The auxiliary program is virtually the
same as (5.7), the only difference being that the matrix A is replaced by the matrix A^ .
To use the above idea in a convergent algorithm, we replace (5.7) by the following
program. For a given " 2 IR+ and x 2 IRm define the index set I"(x) by
I"(x) := fj 2 I j gj(x)   "g:
We then use the direction search program
minimize 
subject to hrFi(x); v i  ; i = 1; : : : ; n;
hrgj(x); v i  ; j 2 I"(x);
kvk1  1;
(5.17)
and denote the optimal function value of this problem by (x; ") . Following the results
found in Zoutendijk [99], we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.7.1 Let (x(k))k2IN be a sequence in G with limk!1 x(k) = y and let ("k)k2IN
be a sequence in IR+ with limk!1 "k = 0 . Then we have
lim sup
k!1
(x(k); "k)  (y; 0):
Lemma 5.7.2 Let rgi be Lipshitz-continuous with Lipshitz-constant L for all i 2 I . Let
x 2 G , v 2 IRm , " 2 IR+ , and % < 0 be given such that
hrgj(x); v i   for all j 2 I"(x):
It then follows that
x+ tv 2 G for all t 2

0;min

1;
"
L
; 2

L

:
These preliminary results enable us to prove the next theorem.
Theorem 5.7.3 Let JF and rgj (j 2 I ) be Lipshitz-continuous and let x(1) 2 G . For
a fixed " > 0 , let the sequence (x(k))k2IN be generated according to the direction search
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program (5.17), where the step length is chosen according to the Armijo criterion (5.12).
Then we either have
lim
k!+1
Fi(x
(k)) =  1
for at least one index i 2 f1; : : : ; ng , or we have
lim
k!+1
(x(k); ") = 0: (5.18)
Proof: We have
F (x(k+1))  F (x(k)) + tkJF (x
(k))v(k) + t2k
L
2
e;
where e = (1; : : : ; 1)> 2 IRn and L is the Lipshitz constant of JF and the gi . Suppose
that (5.18) does not hold. But we always have (x(k); ")  0 for all k , which means that
there exists a number % < 0 and a subsequence (x(kj))j2IN with (x(kj); ") < % . Then,
F (x(kj+1))  F (x(kj)) + tkj%e+ t
2
kj
L
2
e (5.19)
for all j 2 IN . Without loss of generality, assume  2%  " and  2%  L . According to
Lemma 5.7.2, x(k) + tv(k) 2 G holds as long as t   2%=L . But Lemma 5.3.1 and the
accompanying remark tell us that the Armijo criterion holds for 0  t   2%(1  )=L ,
and so we have
tk 2
"
 %
1  
L
; 2%
1  
L
#
:
Using this in (5.19), we see that
F (x(kj+1)) < F (x(kj))  %
1  
L
(%  %(1  )) e = F (x(kj))  %2
1  
L
e
holds for all j 2 IN . As a result, limk!+1 Fi(x(k)) =  1 . 2
We can now adapt Zoutendijk’s method of feasible directions to the multicriteria case
considered here.
Algorithm 5.7.4 (Method of Feasible Directions for Multicriteria Problems)
1. Choose  2]0; 1[ , "1 > 0 , and x(1) 2 G , set k := 1 .
2. Solve (5.17), thereby computing a direction v(k) and an optimal function value
(x(k); "k) for the auxiliary problem.
3. If (x(k); "k)   "k , set "k+1 := "k=2 , x(k+1) := x(k) , k := k + 1 , and goto
Step 2.
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4. Compute a steplength tk 2]0; 1] such that
F (x(k) + tkv
(k))  F (x(k)) + tkJF (x
(k))v(k)
and x(k) + tkv(k) 2 G .
5. Set x(k+1) := x(k) + tkv(k) , k := k + 1 , and goto Step 2.
Theorem 5.7.5 Let JF and rgj (j 2 I ) be Lipshitz-continuous and let the sequence
(x(k))k2IN generated by Algorithm 5.7.4 be bounded. It then follows that the sequence
(x(k))k2IN has an accumulation point y with (y; 0) = 0 .
Proof: The proof is identical to the convergence theorem of Zoutendijk’s P1-method [99]
and is therefore omitted here. 2
Note that when F has bounded level sets, the sequence (x(k))k2IN is necessarily
bounded.
Similar to the unconstrained case, it is not necessary to solve (5.17) exactly. Instead,
it is sufficient to stop as soon as a function value  has been computed with  <  "k . In
case (x(k); "k)   "k holds for the optimal function value (x(k); "k) , dual bounds can
be used to stop prematurely.
5.8 A Quadratic Approximation Strategy
Let the function F be twice continuously differentiable and let the problem be uncon-
strained. If we use a quadratic approximation
qi(v) := hrFi(x); v i+
1
2
h v;r2Fi(x)v i
at the point x 2 IRm for each component function Fi and define the function q : IRm  !
IRn by q(v) := (q1(v); : : : ; qn(v))> , we have the following necessary condition for x
being Pareto-optimal:
fq(v) j v 2 IRmg \

int( IRn+)

= ; (5.20)
i. e. q(v) 6< 0 for all v 2 IRm . This condition can be checked by solving the auxiliary
problem
minimize max fqi(v) j i = 1; : : : ; ng (5.21)
subject to v 2 IRm;
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which can be rewritten as
minimize t (5.22)
subject to qi(v)  t; i = 1; : : : ; n:
If the optimal function value of this auxiliary program is  1 , we can compute a common
descent direction v . Otherwise, let (v; t) be a solution of the auxiliary problem. As
before, if t = 0 , the point x is critical. Else, we have t < 0 , and v is a descent direction.
In case the Hessians r2Fi(x) are all positive semidefinite, we have as an auxiliary
problem a problem with convex quadratic constraints, readily solvable.
The next results show that solving the auxiliary problem is, in fact, a Newton step for
a disguised scalarized problem.
Lemma 5.8.1 Let x 2 IRm and let v 2 IRm be a solution to problem (5.21). Then there
exists a vector ! 2 IRn+ = (IR
n
+)
 such that v is a Newton-step for the function h!; F () i
from the point x .
Proof: Problem (5.21) is equivalent to Problem (5.22). The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condi-
tions for (5.22) can be written as
nX
i=1
!i

rFi(x) +r
2Fi(x)v

= 0; (5.23)
 1 +
nX
i=1
!i = 0; (5.24)
!i  0; i = 1; : : : ; n; (5.25)
qi(v)  t  0; i = 1; : : : ; n; (5.26)
where the !i (i = 1; : : : ; n) are the Lagrange-multiplicators. Equation (5.23) can be
rewritten as  
nX
i=1
!ir
2Fi(x)
!
v =  
nX
i=1
!irFi(x) (5.27)
from which the result follows by noting (5.25). 2
Note that (5.24) just normalizes the vector ! into the standard base of IRn+ . The
corresponding algorithm making use of the quadratic approximation of the function F is
now immediately at hand.
Algorithm 5.8.2
1. Choose x(1) 2 IRm , set k := 1 .
2. If (5.21) is unbounded below, stop.
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3. Compute v(k) 2 IRm , a solution of (5.21) at x = x(k) with optimal function
value tk .
4. If tk = 0 then stop.
5. Set x(k+1) := x(k) + v(k) , k := k + 1 , and goto Step 2.
Theorem 5.8.3 Algorithm 5.8.2 either stops after a finite number of iterations at a point
for which (5.20) holds, or generates an infinite sequence (x(k))k2IN . In this case, let the
sequence (x(k))k2IN converge to a point z such that the matrices r2Fi(z) (i = 1; : : : ; n)
are positive definite. Then z is weakly Pareto-efficient.
Proof: Only the second part of the theorem has to be proven. As it has been shown in
the proof of Lemma 5.8.1, for each point v(k) there exist multiplicators !(k) 2 IRn+ such
that (5.23)–(5.26) holds. Since all !(k) belong to the compact standard base of IRn+ , there
exists an accumulation point ! of this sequence. Now ! 6= 0 , and
lim
k!+1
v(k) = lim
k!+1
x(k+1)   x(k) = 0:
Equation (5.27) together with the assumed positive definiteness of the matrices involved
leads to rxh!; F (z) i = h!;rxF (z) i = 0 , which proves the weak Pareto-optimality
of z . 2
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